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Abstract

Complex questions often require combining
multiple facts to correctly answer, particularly
when generating detailed explanations for why
those answers are correct. Combining mul-
tiple facts to answer questions is often mod-
eled as a “multi-hop” graph traversal problem,
where a given solver must find a series of in-
terconnected facts in a knowledge graph that,
taken together, answer the question and ex-
plain the reasoning behind that answer. Multi-
hop inference currently suffers from semantic
drift, or the tendency for chains of reasoning
to “drift” to unrelated topics, and this seman-
tic drift greatly limits the number of facts that
can be combined in both free text or knowl-
edge base inference. In this work we present
our effort to mitigate semantic drift by extract-
ing large high-confidence multi-hop inference
patterns, generated by abstracting large-scale
explanatory structure from a corpus of detailed
explanations. We represent these inference pat-
terns as sets of generalized constraints over
sentences represented as rows in a knowledge
base of semi-structured tables. We present a
prototype tool for identifying common infer-
ence patterns from corpora of semi-structured
explanations, and use it to successfully extract
67 inference patterns from a “matter” subset
of standardized elementary science exam ques-
tions that span scientific and world knowledge.

1 Introduction

Combining separate pieces of knowledge to answer
complex natural language questions is a central con-
temporary challenge in natural language inference.
For complex questions, a single passage in a corpus
or single fact in a knowledge base is often insuffi-
cient to arrive at an answer, and multiple sentences
or facts must be combined through some inference
process. A benefit and goal of this “multi-hop” in-
ference process is for the set of combined facts to

form a human-readable explanation detailing why
the inference and answer are correct.

Most recent approaches to combining knowledge
to answer questions (e.g. Das et al., 2017; Jansen
et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2019) model inference
as a progressive construction, iteratively adding
nodes (facts) one at a time to a graph that repre-
sents the inference (and explanation) required to
answer a question. This approach suffers from the
phenomenon of semantic drift (Fried et al., 2015),
which is the observation that determining whether
two facts can be meaningfully combined to answer
a question is an extremely noisy process, and most
often results in adding erroneous facts unrelated
to answering a question that causes the inference
to fail. A common signal to determine whether
two facts might be combined is whether those facts
have shared words or entities. For example, for a
question asking about the possible effects of sun-
light on an ice cube, a given solver might choose
to meaningfully connect the facts “melting means
changing from a [solid] to a liquid by adding heat
energy” and “water is a kind of [solid], called ice,
at temperatures below 0◦C” on the shared word
solid. Unfortunately, using shared words alone,
either of these facts could also be connected to
the fact “sound travels fastest through a [solid]”,
which is irrelevant to answering this problem, and
allows further traversals to unrelated facts about
sound that can produce incorrect answers.

Jansen (2018) empirically demonstrated that
combining facts based on lexical overlap has very
low chance of success, which was measured at
between 0.1% and 5% for elementary science ques-
tions, depending on the source corpus of the facts
being retrieved. This is a significant limitation, as
even elementary science questions require combin-
ing an average of 4 to 6 facts (and as many as 16
facts) that span scientific and common-sense or
world knowledge in order to answer and provide
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Answer: Cooling

Explanation

Question: Rain changed into hail.
What likely caused this change?

Answer: A liquid

Explanation

Question: What state of matter was
steam before being boiled on a stove?

Semi-structured Explanation Corpus (WorldTree)

Automatically generate subgraphs
from explanations

Subgraphs merged and curated by a human using tool Common subgraphs in larger graph
highlighted by human

Subgraphs converted into executable
constraint patterns

(”Inference Patterns”)

Use Inference Patterns to combine
information to answer and explain 

unseen questions.
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freezing changes from liquid to solid
boiling changes from liquid to gas

melting changes from solid to liquid

condensing requires cooling
freezing requires cooling
boiling requires heating

ice cream is a kind of solid
water is a kind of liquid

popsicles are a kind of solid

steam is a kid of gas
ice is a kind of solid

water is a kind of liquid

a stove is a source of heat
a �re is a source of heat

a freezer is a source of cooling

frozen rain is called hail
frozen CO2 is called dry ice

melting snow is called slush
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steam is a kid of gas

<COS> changes from <State1> to <State2>

(Material) is a kind of <State2>

(Material) is a kind of <State1>

<COS> requires (heating/cooling)

ice cream is a kind of solid

melting changes from solid to liquid

cream is a kind of liquid

melting requires heat

a sunlight is a source of heat

frozen rain is called hail

water is a kind of liquid

freezing changes from liquid to solid

ice is a kind of solid

freezing requires cooling

water is a kind of liquid

boiling changes from liquid to gas

steam is a kind of gas

boiling requires heat

a stove is a source of heat

Answer: Addition of heat

Explanation

Question: A bowl of ice cream melted
in the sun. What likely caused this?

Figure 1: An overview of our inference pattern extraction approach. A corpus of semi-structured explanations (2) is preprocessed
through a set of heuristics that generate a large number of small (often disconnected) subgraphs in a large graph (2). Those
subgraphs are merged and curated (3). Inference patterns, or subgraphs of nodes can then be extracted from the curated graph, by
the user (4). These patterns for executable constraint satisfaction patterns that can be executed over the knowledge base (5). In
this work we address steps 2 through 5, whereas using these inference patterns to answer and explain unseen questions (6) is part
of ongoing efforts.

a detailed explanation for their reasoning (Jansen
et al., 2018, 2016), and such a low probability of
successfully traversing the knowledge graph places
strong limits on the length of inferences that can
be made (Khashabi et al., 2019). In response to
this challenge, a number of datasets such as Hot-
potQA (Yang et al., 2018) and WorldTree (Jansen
et al., 2018) have emerged to provide explicit gold
explanations that serve as training and evaluation
instruments for multi-hop inference models.

Jansen (2017) proposed combining “common
explanatory patterns”, or groups of frequently inter-
connected facts observed in explanations, as a pos-
sible means of mitigating the semantic drift associ-
ated with combining facts one at a time. Human-
authored explanations contain meaningful connec-
tions between their component facts. Each edge
in an explanatory pattern extracted from a human-
authored explanation is a high-confidence edge that
does not require a solver to use other more noisy
signals (such as lexical overlap) to populate, reduc-
ing the opportunity for semantic drift. An empirical
evaluation using the WorldTree explanation corpus
demonstrated that this approach could in principle
regenerate the majority of unseen gold explana-
tion graphs by using only 2 or 3 hops between
these “explanatory pattern” subgraphs, which is
substantially fewer hops than the up to 16 hops
required if aggregating single facts. The disadvan-

tages of this technique are that (a) it requires the
(currently manual) construction of a large corpus
of detailed explanations to learn these common
explanatory patterns from, which is an expensive
process, and (b) it requires developing automatic
or semi-automatic methods to abstract the structure
of training explanations to mitigate sparsity and
allow known explanations to generalize to unseen
scenarios.

In this work, we explore a hybrid human-in-
the-loop method and tool for abstracting the struc-
ture of common explanatory patterns found in the
WorldTree corpus of structured explanations. We
use this tool to extract 67 inference patterns, speci-
fied as constraint satisfaction patterns over a knowl-
edge base of tables, from detailed explanations to
standardized elementary science exam questions.
Our long-term interests are in generating a corpus
of common inference patterns at scale, and con-
structing an inference system that combines and
uses those patterns to answer questions and produce
detailed explanations for its answers. Conceptually,
this is similar to Explanation-Based Learning (De-
Jong and Mooney, 1986; Baillargeon and DeJong,
2017), but using semi-structured text and constraint
patterns instead of first-order logic. This approach
is also similar to efforts at using scripts or semantic
frames for inference (e.g. Wang et al., 2015; Os-
termann et al., 2017), or automatically extracted
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proxies (e.g. Khashabi et al., 2018), though con-
fined to the subdomain of elementary science, and
semi-automatically extracted from semi-structured
explanation graphs.

2 Approach and Workflow

The workflow describing our process of taking a
corpus of semi-structured explanations through the
inference pattern discovery process is described in
Figure 1, with further details below.

2.1 Semi-Structured Explanation Corpus

Our technique for discovering inference patterns re-
quires extracting these patterns from a pre-existing
corpus of semi-structured explanations. We make
use of the WorldTree explanation corpus1 (Jansen
et al., 2018), a set of 1,680 detailed explanation
graphs for standardized elementary science ques-
tions. These questions represent the elementary
(3rd through 5th grade) subset of the Aristo Rea-
soning Challenge (ARC) corpus2 (Clark, 2015),
a set of 4-choice multiple choice elementary and
middle-school science questions drawn from 12
US states.

Each question in Worldtree is paired with an ex-
planation graph composed of a set of facts that,
taken together, provide a detailed explanation for
why the answer to a given question is correct. Each
“fact” is a natural language sentence that takes the
form of a row in a knowledge base of 62 semi-
structured tables containing a total of 4,950 unique
rows. Each table centers around encoding a particu-
lar type of knowledge, such as taxonomic relations
(e.g. a bird is a kind of animal), part-of relations
(a wing is a part of a bird), property knowledge
(metals are electrical conductors), or other more
complex relations, such as changes (boiling means
changing from a liquid to a gas by adding heat en-
ergy), coupled relationships (as altitude increases,
air pressure deceases), causality (bacteria can
cause diseases by infecting organisms), and if-then
relationships (if an animal relies on plants for food,
then it must store enough food for winter).

Each semi-structured table contains between 2
and 16 content columns, which form an n−ary re-
lation between the columns in a given row, and are
often used by inference frameworks (e.g. Pasupat
and Liang, 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Khashabi et al.,

1http://www.cognitiveai.org/
explanationbank/

2http://www.allenai.org/data.html

2016) as they afford more fine-grained decomposi-
tion than triple representations (e.g. Etzioni et al.,
2011; Schmitz et al., 2012) common in other in-
ference methods (e.g. Das et al., 2017; Khot et al.,
2017; Kwon et al., 2018). The knowledge base con-
struction was data-driven, where each fact exists
because it was authored to be used in at least one
real explanation. As such, the knowledge base con-
tains a mix of scientific and world knowledge, some
of which is commonly found in other knowledge
bases (e.g., taxonomic, part-of, used-for, Speer
and Havasi, 2012; Tandon et al., 2017), while other
kinds of knowledge (e.g. coupled relationships,
how processes change actors, if-then relationships
centered around elementary science concepts) are
less common. When authoring explanations, the an-
notation protocol required annotators to attempt to
reference existing rows (facts) first rather than cre-
ate duplicate knowledge. The most highly reused
row (an animal is a kind of organism) occurs in
89 different explanations, and 31% of rows in the
knowledge base occur in more than one explana-
tion. This suggests that a subset of core facts are
frequently reused, but that some form of abstraction
or generalization of explanations would be required
for those core facts to connect to the 69% of facts
used in only a single explanation, or to knowledge
imported from other knowledge bases that is not
currently used in any explanation.

2.2 Automatic Generation of Subgraphs

In this work we frame the process of discovering
inference patterns as a process of clustering similar
groups of facts together, and discovering meaning-
ful connections between different groups of facts
in the forms of constraints (see Figure 1, steps 2
to 5). These constraints take the form of edges be-
tween two tables, that can be satisfied by one row
from each table having the same words in specific
columns (see Figure 1, step 5, for an example).

Clustering Facts: Clustering similar facts requires
recognizing that certain groups of facts tend to de-
scribe specific instances of a high-level process,
even when those facts may have little or no lexical
overlap with each other (as in grouping “freezing
means changing from a liquid to a solid” and “boil-
ing means changing from a liquid to a gas”, in the
context of a change of state of matter process).

Discovering Connections: Discovering connec-
tions (i.e. edges) between two or more groups of
facts that tend to occur together in gold explanation

http://www.cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/
http://www.cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/
http://www.allenai.org/data.html
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Error Class
Sparsity in Explanation Annotation

Fact 1 Friction occurs when two object’s surfaces move against each other
Fact 2 As an object’s smoothness increases, it’s friction will decrease when it’s surface moves against another surface.
Issue These facts are not observed together in a single question’s explanation, so they are not connected.

Sparsity in Knowledge Base
Fact 1 If food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food.
Fact 2 A stove generates heat for cooking.
Missing A campfire generates heat for cooking.
Issue Missing facts in the knowledge base limit the generalization of patterns to new scenarios (e.g. campfire).

Permissiveness in automatically populated edges
Fact 1 Melting means changing from a solid to a liquid by adding heat energy
Fact 2 Wax is an electrical energy insulator
Issue Creating edges based on shared words (here, “energy”) does not always generate meaningful connections.

Permissiveness in automatically populated column links
Fact 2 A tape measure∗ is used to measure distance.
Fact 2 centimeters (cm) are a unit used for measuring is distance.
Issue Ideally this edge should generalize to all kinds of measuring tools and units (e.g. X is used to measure Y,

Z is a unit for measuring Y). The connection between tape measure∗ in Fact 1 and measure in Fact 2
makes generalization unlikely, and should be removed.

Table 1: Example classes of errors when automatically generating inference pattern graphs. Fact 1 and Fact 2
represent facts (rows) drawn from the knowledge base of semi-structured tables. Boldface words represent lexical
connections between those facts (edges between tables, on the specific columns those words occupy).

graphs. For example, facts about change of state
processes (freezing, boiling, melting, condensing)
may tend to connect to other groups of facts that
discuss specific solids, liquids, or gasses that are
undergoing the change of state (as in “water is a
kind of liquid”, or “ice is a kind of solid”).

Our initial hypothesis was that it would be possi-
ble to extract a large corpus of inference patterns au-
tomatically from a sufficiently large and structured
corpus of explanations. Instead, we discovered
that both the clustering and connection processes
are susceptible to a number of common opportu-
nities for error (described in Table 1) that limit
this process in practice. In addition to these error
classes, we discovered challenges due to inference
patterns existing at different levels of abstraction,
with patterns at different levels of abstraction fre-
quently overlapping. For example, a high-level
domain-specific pattern might describe the process
of changing from one state of matter to another
through the addition or subtraction of heat energy,
while describing specific substances and sources
of heat or cooling. A substantially more low-level,
domain-general, and common pattern in the corpus
is taxonomic inheritance – the idea that if X is a
kind of Y , and Y is a kind of Z, then X is a kind
of Z (e.g. a bird is a kind of animal, an animal
is a kind of living thing, therefore a bird is a kind
of living thing). Similar low-level science-domain
patterns are common (e.g. X is a kind of Y , Y is
made of Z, as in “an ice cube is a kind of object,

and objects are made of matter”). High-level and
low-level patterns frequently overlap – that is, a
high-level pattern may contain one or more low-
level patterns. This caused challenges for the pilot
experiments in entirely automatic extraction, either
“over-grouping” facts into a single pattern that a
human annotator would likely consider different
patterns, or vice-versa.

Because of the high-precision requirements of
multi-hop inference, our pragmatic solution to the
above technical challenge is to build a hybrid sys-
tem that combines automatic and manual methods.
First, a preprocessing system assembles and con-
nects groups of facts using a set of minimal high-
precision low-recall heuristics. We then provide
the user with a graphical tool to streamline the
workflow for manually editing groupings, adding
or removing edges between groups of facts, and
speeding the inspection and repair of any errors
made by the automated heuristics. Summary statis-
tics on the proportion of these changes and errors
on our analysis are included in Table 2.

2.3 Merging and Curating Subgraphs
To facilitate the assembly of subgraphs into large
high-quality inference patterns, we developed and
iterated the graphical authoring tool shown in Fig-
ure 2. The tool includes four main components:

Graph View: The graph view allows the annotator
to inspect the entire graph in its current state, and
to merge nodes (that represent groups of facts/table
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Grid Selector
Display edges from 

Table X to Table Y

Graph Node
Indices

Regrouping
Controls

Column Edge Viewer and Editor
(manually edit edge constraints)

Observed Edges in Explanation Corpus
(from one fact, to another fact)

Plain text
Edge Label
(Optional)

Grouped Facts
Each colored 

group represents
one edge

(and two nodes)

Nodes 
represent

one or more 
facts from a 
single table

Edges
represent facts 
in two tables 
connecting
if they meet

speci�c 
constraints

Graph Layout
Controls

Figure 2: A screenshot of the grid view (top) and graph view (bottom) of our inference pattern extraction tool. The constraint
view and the tablestore spreadsheet integration are not shown for space.

rows) together to perform the fact clustering proce-
dure. The graph view also allows the annotator to
highlight specific subgraphs to mark as inference
patterns, which enables further functionality in the
constraint view.

Grid View: The grid view enables the curation
of the edges between nodes by visually displaying
them in an interface that allows the user to (a) re-
move automatically populated edges that are not
meaningful, (b) remove only part of edges (i.e. spe-
cific links between columns between two tables),
and (c) manually edit the automatic clustering by
dragging and dropping specific rows in one edge
group either into another existing group, or into a
new group.

Constraint View: Once a user has identified and
marked a subgraph to extract as an inference pat-
tern, the constraint view allows “running” that infer-
ence pattern to generate all possible sets of rows in

the tablestore that satisfy that pattern’s constraints.
As subgraphs extracted directly from the large cu-
rated graph built from the explanation corpus tend
to require edits to their nodes and constraints before
they are generic and runnable inference patterns,
the constraint view also includes a number of de-
bugging tools to facilitate diagnosing constraints
that are unable to be satisfied.3

Table View: The tool also includes an interface to
a Google Sheet4 storing a live copy of the Table-
store that the annotator can edit to refine existing
knowledge, or incorporate additional knowledge,
while curating and debugging inference patterns.

The tool runs in a Chrome browser window, and
is implemented as a Javascript application with
a node.js backend server. We make use of Cy-

3We include exports from the constraint view tool for all
extracted patterns in our supplementary material.

4http://sheets.google.com

http://sheets.google.com
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Measure Count
Graph Nodes:

Nodes before merging 700
Nodes after merging 540 (77%)

Graph Edges:
Edges before curation 637
Edges after curation 771 (21%)

Grid Row-to-Row Connections:
Row-to-row connections before curation 1384
Row-to-row connections modified 631 (46%)
Row-to-row connections removed 224 (16%)

Grid Edge Constraints:
Edge constraints before curation 2101
Edge constraints removed 133 (6%)
Edge constraints marked optional 27 (1%)

Table 2: Manual edits done to the automatically gen-
erated graph and grid during the merging and curation
steps. Values in parentheses represent percent change.

toscape.js (Franz et al., 2015) as a graph visual-
ization plugin, while primarily using the CoSE-
Bilkent graph layout algorithm (Dogrusoz et al.,
2009) modified to allow variable edge lengths
based on the maximum degree of connected nodes
to make the graph easier to visualize when assem-
bling densely-connected patterns. The tool was
iterated for usability to maximize throughput for
the merging and curation steps, and includes func-
tionality for quickly finding knowledge in the graph
while seamlessly moving between graph (graphi-
cal) and grid (tabular) views, filtering subsets of
nodes and edges by various metrics (completeness,
table connection, user-selected utility rating), and
keeping track of where the annotator is in the cu-
ration workflow. A Scala preprocessing tool reads
in gold explanations (which can be filtered to in-
clude only subsets of questions by a question clas-
sification label, such as only matter, energy, or
life science questions), applies the initial cluster-
ing heuristics, and outputs tab delimited files that
are then read in by the tool. Edges between rows
in WorldTree are determined by rows have over-
lapping content lemmas (defined as nouns, verbs,
adjectives, or adverbs), with Stanford CoreNLP
(Manning et al., 2014) used for lemmatization and
POS tagging.

3 Preliminary Evaluation

To evaluate the utility of our approach, we made use
of the tool to extract inference patterns present in
all questions in the training subset of the WorldTree
corpus categorized as belonging to the Matter topic,
one of the 9 broad science curriculum categories of
question topics, using the ARC question classifica-

Inference Pattern Nodes Edges
Alloys 5 4
Altitude* 8 10
Building requires measuring 11 13
Burning-Preventing Harm 12 15
Change of State 68 128
Chemical Changes 11 12
Containers contain things 6 6
Cooking Food 9 11
Electrical Conductivity 27 52
Friction 15 24
General Motion* 3 3
Ice Wedging* 4 4
Long lasting vs replacing* 5 4
Magnetism 14 20
Manufacturers use mats. for products 5 5
Measurements 22 34
Navigation lost at sea 6 7
Physical Changes 13 14
Seeing 19 29
Soil erosion* 6 6
Solutions - Dissolving substances* 4 5
Sources of Heat* 3 2
Sunlight as a source of energy* 14 30
Sunlight location and shadow size* 7 7
Taste* 9 11
Taxonomic Inheritance 2 1
Texture* 4 3
Thermal Conductivity 27 34
Touch-Hardness* 4 3

Table 3: A list of high-level inference patterns discov-
ered in the corpus of explanations for Matter science
exam questions using this tool. A full list of patterns is
provided in Table 5 (see Appendix). An asterisk (*)
signifies patterns that are partial or otherwise limited in
size because they overlap with other topics (e.g. from
Earth or Life Science) not examined in this preliminary
study.

tion labels of Xu et al. (2019). This represents 43
of 902 (5%) of questions and explanations in the
training corpus, covering topics such as Changes
of State of Matter (e.g. melting, boiling), Measur-
ing Properties of Matter (e.g. temperature, mass),
Physical vs Chemical Changes (e.g. length vs com-
position), Properties of Materials (e.g. electrical or
thermal conductivity, taste), Properties of Objects
(e.g. shape or volume), and Mixtures (e.g. alloys).

3.1 Initial merging and curation

The preprocessing procedure generated 273 grids
for this subset of the explanation corpus, represent-
ing the specific pairs of tables (e.g. KINDOF↔
CHANGE) that have direct connections in the ex-
planations for these questions. A total of 1,384
unique row-row connections populated these grids,
and required manual verification. Summary statis-
tics for the edits to these grids is shown in Table 2.
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MATERIAL NAME(0) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)

INTO(10) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)HYPONYM(1) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)
FROM(8) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ DIRECTION(7)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ PATIENT(10)

INTO(10) ↔ HYPONYM(1)FROM(8) ↔ HYPONYM(1)AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

(Change of state) means
FROM(8) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2) HYPONYM(1) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

N821
KINDOF

***
liquid is a kind of state of matter
solid is a kind of state of matter
gas is a kind of state of matter

N823
CHANGE

***
boiling;evaporation means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy
condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by removing heat energy

N822
CHANGE-VEC

***
condensing is when gasses are cooled below their boiling point

boiling is when liquids are heated above their boiling point
melting is when solids are heated above their melting point

N813
KINDOF

***
liquid is a kind of state of matter
gas is a kind of state of matter
solid is a kind of state of matter

N824
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER1

***
water is in the liquid state , called liquid water , for temperatures between 273; 32; 0 and 373; 212; 100 K; F; C

water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between 373; 212; 100 and 100000000000 K; F; C
water is in the solid state , called ice , for temperatures between 0; -459; -273 and 273; 32; 0 K; F; C

N820
CHANGE-VEC

***
cooling;colder means removing; reducing; decreasing; subtracting heat; temperature; thermal energy; heat energy

heating means adding; increasing heat; temperature; thermal energy; heat energy

N815
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER1

***
water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between 373; 212; 100 and 100000000000 K; F; C

water is in the liquid state , called liquid water , for temperatures between 273; 32; 0 and 373; 212; 100 K; F; C
water is in the solid state , called ice , for temperatures between (0 ; -459 ; -273) and (273 ; 32 ; 0) (K ; F ; C)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT(2)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

N1304
KINDOF

***
zinc is a kind of metal

N1307
MADEOF

***
brass is made of copper and zinc

N1310
KINDOF
(Fixed)

***
brass is a kind of alloy

bronze is a kind of alloy

N1311
MADEOF

(Fixed)

***
alloys are made of two or more metals

N1306
KINDOF

***
copper is a kind of metal

Alloys (composition)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ THING(2)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

N1255
KINDOF
(Fixed)

***
a container is a kind of object

N1256
PROTO-ACTION

(Fixed)
Role of a container

***
a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)

N1254
PROTO-IF-THEN

(Fixed)

***
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

N1253
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material
gas is a kind of substance

N1252
KINDOF

Kinds of Containers
***

a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)

Containers contain objects/materials
Connect on 'phase change' and 'change'

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
[CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ VERB(5)]

X means changing ... <-> X is a kind of phase change
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

Connect on 'phase change'
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

N834
CHANGE

(Fixed)

***
a phase change is when matter; a substance changes from one state into another state

N829
CAUSE
(Fixed)

***
temperature changing can cause phase changes

N833
CHANGE

Change of State
***

melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

N835
KINDOF

Phase Changes
***

melting is a kind of phase change

Phase Changes

ACTION(5) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5) x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)
SCOPE(11) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
ACTION(20) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)
PART(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

N1073
PARTOF
(Fixed)

***
eyes are usually part of an animal for seeing
the eyes are part of the head used for seeing

N1061
KINDOF

Kinds of Objects
***

a balloon is a kind of object
an article of clothing is a kind of object

an atom is a kind of object

N1060
USEDFOR

(Fixed)

***
eyes are used for seeing by animals by sensing light

N1063
SYNONYMY

(Fixed)

***
visible means able to be seen

N1059
KINDOF

Kinds of Animals
***

a human is a kind of animal
an insect is a kind of animal

an alligator is a kind of aquatic animal
an amphibian is a kind of animal
a baby is a kind of young animal

a bat is a kind of animal

N1062
PROTO-IF-THEN

(Fixed)

***
if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen

Animals see objects with eyes

State of Matter (changing between states of known substances)

Figure 3: Example inference patterns extracted from the WorldTree explanation corpus using this tool. Nodes represent one or
more example facts (table rows) from a specific table (e.g. CHANGE), and edges represent constraints between table rows that
must be satisfied. Facts shown in nodes are examples, and not an exhaustive list of all rows that meet the constraints for a given
inference pattern.
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On average, each grid generally required minimal
to moderate editing. Figure 4 (see Appendix)
shows the full graph before and after the initial
merging and curation process.

3.2 Extracting Inference Patterns

Due to it’s size, the graph after merging and cu-
ration is included in the supplementary material.
Manual inspection of the curated graph using the
Graph View revealed 29 high-level inference pat-
terns shown in Table 3, each containing between
3 and 66 nodes, and up to 107 edges.5 These rep-
resent the high-level inferences being described in
the Matter subset of the explanation corpus, and
include scientific reasoning processes for topics
such as Measuring Properties with Instruments and
Thermal Conductivity, while also describing com-
mon world knowledge such as Seeing, Tasting, and
Cooking Food. These world-knowledge-centered
explanation patterns tend to be either directly re-
quired to answer questions (for example, about
observing material properties), or to process the
examples the questions are grounded in (such as
temperature or state changes caused by cooking
food). While high-level patterns can be classified
as belonging more to scientific or world knowledge,
the individual knowledge present in each pattern
is generally a mix of both, including nodes that
match either scientific knowledge (e.g. “Matter
in the gas phase has variable volume”) or world
knowledge at either a high-level (e.g., “a balloon
is a flexible container”) or low-level (e.g., “if a
container contains something, then that container
touches that something”).

Examining the 29 high-level inference patterns,
we further subdivided them into 38 smaller, more
reusable component inference patterns that de-
scribe narrower inferences for a given problem do-
main. For example, the high-level Change of State
inference pattern was subdivided into 3 smaller
and more specialized patterns such as Changing be-
tween states of known substances, Phase Changes,
and Evaporating Liquids, each containing between
4 and 9 nodes. Examples of these inference pat-
terns are shown in Figure 3, while the full corpus of

5These large inference patterns (up to 66 nodes and 107
edges) represent large topical patterns generated from analyz-
ing many questions on similar topics, and were not derived
from any one question. In these cases, it is likely that only a
small subset of these larger inference patterns would be used
to answer a given question. We describe further subdividing
these larger patterns into smaller reusable pieces further in
Section 3.2.

Change of State
Freezing means changing from a liquid to a solid by

reducing heat energy
A liquid is a kind of state of matter
Water is in the liquid state, called liquid water, for

temperatures between 0 C and 100 C
A solid is a kind of state of matter
Water is in the solid state, called liquid water, for

temperatures between -273 C and 0 C
Cooling means reducing heat energy
Freezing is when liquids are cooled below freezing point

Phase Changes
Boiling means changing from a liquid to a gas by

adding heat energy
Boiling is a kind of phase change
A phase change is when a substance changes from

one state to another state
Temperature changes can cause phase changes

Alloys
Alloys are made of two or more metals
Bronze is a kind of alloy
Bronze is made of copper and tin
Tin is a kind of metal
Copper is a kind of metal

Containers contain objects
A container is a kind of object
If a container contains something, then that container

touches that something
A bowl is a kind of container
A container contains objects
A rock is a kind of object

Table 4: A small subset of example combinations of
knowledge base facts that satisfy the constraints of in-
ference patterns extracted from the explanation corpus.
Each example was generated from the inference pat-
tern, and is not found in the training corpus.

patterns generated is included in the supplementary
material.

3.3 Executing constraint patterns

Our long-term goal is to use the extracted inference
patterns to answer unseen questions, and enable
generating detailed coherent multi-fact explana-
tions for the reasoning behind those answers. We
are currently building a scripting language and de-
velopment environment for easily authoring and
evaluating constraint-based inference patterns.

In the near-term, to evaluate the executability of
each pattern, we incorporate a constraint satisfac-
tion framework into the extraction tool allowing the
user to test each extracted pattern by querying the
tablestore knowledge base and enumerating valid
combinations of table rows that satisfy the con-
straints of a given inference pattern. Our Javascript
table constraint solver is able to process approxi-
mately 2 million constraint evaluations per second,
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which generally satisfies exhaustively testing small
patterns in under one minute.6 The graphical in-
terface allows disabling subsections of larger infer-
ence patterns for speed to exhaustively test larger
inference patterns piece-wise, or limiting specific
nodes to only a small subset of possible facts to
speed evaluation.

Examples of valid combinations of facts satisfy-
ing the extracted inference patterns in Figure 3 are
shown in Table 4. Each of these short explanations
was not observed in the training corpus, but rather
was generated by satisfying the constraints of an
inference pattern by querying the knowledge base,
and could form explanations for unseen questions –
either in whole, or as part of a combination of sev-
eral patterns together (such as combining Changes
of State and Phase Changes). At our current state
of development, each inference pattern generally
matches between one and several thousand unique
patterns in the knowledge base, but precise counts
are limited by the speed of our current constraint
satisfaction solver.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We present a method and tool for extracting infer-
ence patterns from corpora of explanations, where
these inference patterns provide a mechanism to
combine large amounts of knowledge with high-
confidence. While this ability to combine facts into
meaningful multi-fact patterns exceeds what is cur-
rently possible using contemporary algorithms for
multi-hop reasoning, several challenges remain.

First, while significantly faster and more data-
driven than our manual attempts at constructing
inference patterns, the end-to-end process of con-
structing an explanation for a question, authoring
knowledge base facts, merging and curating a cen-
tral graph, extracting patterns from that graph, and
debugging generic patterns currently comes at a
significant labour cost – an average of approxi-
mately 2 hours per question7 – that we are working
to further reduce to allow the technique to scale.
We hypothesize that a number of the time costs
associated with this process scale sublinearly, and
are currently working on demonstrating this by

6We are currently developing a high-performance stand-
alone constraint satisfaction solver for these types of lexical-
ized table-based constraint satisfaction problems.

7Approximate durations of the most time consuming steps
(average per question): explanation construction: 15 minutes;
merging/graph curation/high-level pattern identification: 45
minutes; subpattern identification/debugging: 45 minutes.

refining the protocol and evaluating on an order-of-
magnitude more explanations.

Second, while these inference patterns have util-
ity for answering and explaining science exam
questions, this needs to be empirically demon-
strated by incorporating the patterns into a question
answering system to measure the overall recall of
this technique. We are actively pursuing both the
construction of a corpus of science-domain expla-
nation patterns, at scale, while concurrently devel-
oping methods of using these inference patterns
to answer questions and provide compelling multi-
fact explanations for their answers.

5 Supplementary Material

This work contains supplementary material, in-
cluding additional tables and figures in the
Appendix below, and a corpus of 67 extracted
inference patterns available at http://www.
cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/ .
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7 Appendix

Annotation Workflow: The annotation workflow
is as follows: The user selects a subset of questions
to process (in this preliminary work, we select all
MATTER questions in the WorldTree corpus). The
user then switches to the Grid View, which displays
one “grid” at a time, where each grid represents all
the connections from a given table to another table
in the tablestore (for example, all the connections
from the KINDOF table to the IF-THEN table).
The user then uses the Grid View to quickly verify
that the automatic groupings are correct, and make
adjustments or edits to these groupings. Here the
user can also remove bad edges (two table rows
that were automatically connected, but whose con-
nection isn’t meaningful), or remove subsets of the
column links on edges that are partially correct
(see Table 1). Once this is completed, the user then
switches to the Graph View, where they click on
each node group from the recently curated grid,
highlight other nodes that contain similar rows, and
make manual node merging decisions (by dragging
and dropping nodes on top of each other). Notes
can also be left on specific nodes or edges, to help
describe what underlying concepts the nodes rep-
resent, and how they interconnect. Once this is
completed, the user marks that grid completed, and
moves on to the next grid. User-selectable filtering
allows only nodes and edges from grids that have
been completed to be displayed, greatly reducing
clutter and visual search time.

Once the user has completed all grids, the graph
is completed, and represents the interconnected
knowledge of all of the explanations in the ques-
tions, typically itself clustered into a number of dis-
connected graphs that represent large high-level in-
ference patterns (such as magnetic attraction, ther-
mal transfer, or changes of state of matter). The
user then manually inspects these, and highlights

subgraphs of nodes to form a candidate inference
pattern. These candidate patterns form a series
of knowledge constraints for a series of tablestore
rows that must be met in each node in order to sat-
isfy the constraints. These constraints can then be
run, debugged (as a whole, or as subsets of nodes
or edges), and saved. During this process, miss-
ing knowledge or edits to existing knowledge in
the tablestore that prevent generalization are often
discovered – these edits can be immediately made
to the Tablestore Google Sheet and the constraints
rerun in seconds, to form a fast iteration cycle for
debugging knowledge base and inference pattern
constraint interactions.

7.1 Additional Resources
A full export of the inference patterns gener-
ated in this work, as well as example patterns
from the knowledge base that satisfy their pat-
terns of constraints, is available at http://www.
cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/ .

7.2 Additional Tables and Figures
Additional tables and figures are provided below.

http://www.cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/
http://www.cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/
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ACTION(20) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

THING(2) ↔ PROPERTY/SCOPE(17)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)
ADJ/QUANTITY(8) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

ADJ/QUANTITY(8) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

THING(2) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
THING(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)
THING(2) ↔ THING(2)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ PATIENT(7)FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ PATIENT(7)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PATIENT(7)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ SCOPE(12)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

SCOPE(8) ↔ PATIENT(7)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTION(20)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

SCOPE(3) ↔ SCOPE(3)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ SCOPE(3)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ X(0)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ X(4)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ X(0)

OBJECT(9) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ X(4)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(6)
ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ Y(2)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ Y(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(2)

VALUES(6) ↔ VERB(5)

ADJ/QUANTITY(1) ↔ FLEXIBLE;RIGID(5)

OBJECT/AGENT(0) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

ACTION(6) ↔ X(0)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(0)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(4)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(0)
THING(2) ↔ X(0)

FROM(8) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

INTO(10) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

FROM(8) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

INTO(10) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ HYPONYM(1)
VERB(5) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

ACTOR/WHO(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ THING(2)
WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ ACTION(20)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING(2)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

PATIENT(15) ↔ PHASE(1)

ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(20)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ X(0)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ X(4)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ ACTION(1)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ X(0)
FROM(8) ↔ ACTION(5)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ ACTION(5)

FROM(8) ↔ X(4)

MAGNETIC/NONMAGNETIC/FERROMAGNETIC(3) ↔ VALUES(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTION(1)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTION(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(4)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(0)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ Y(6)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ACTION(1)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTION(5)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(4)

X(0) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

X(0) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
Y(2) ↔ THING(2)

Y(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
VALUES(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ QUANTITY/RANGE(16)

FROM(8) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)
FROM(8) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ HYPONYM(1)
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ SCOPE(3)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ HYPONYM(1)
SCOPE(16) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

VALUE(2) ↔ VALUE(2)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ SOURCE(6)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ DESTINATION(8)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ SOURCE(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

THING(2) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

THING(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

THING(2) ↔ WHAT(4)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ DEFINITION_NAME(0)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ADJ(5)

THING/PROCESS(2) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ WHEN/WHERE(11)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ X(0)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ Y(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ VALUES(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(0)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ X(0)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ X(4)

PATIENT(10) ↔ X(0)
PATIENT(10) ↔ X(4)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ ACTION(5)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ X(4)
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ X(0)

VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6) ↔ ACTION(1)

VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ Y(2)

ADJ(1) ↔ ACTION(1)
ADJ(1) ↔ ACTION(5)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

PART(1) ↔ SCOPE(8)

VERB(5) ↔ ACTION(20)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ X(0)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ X(4)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)
OBJECT(9) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

OBJECT(9) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

WHOLE(5) ↔ LOCATION(4)

ACTION(0) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)
OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2) ↔ PATIENT(7)

OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)
OBJECT(9) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

ACTION(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

OBJECT(9) ↔ PATIENT(7)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ CLASS(7)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ CLASS(7)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ AGENT(2)

THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ VALUE(3)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ NAME(9)

ACTION(20) ↔ ADJ(1)

Y(2) ↔ SOURCE(6)
Y(2) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

THING/PROPERTY(1) ↔ X(0)
THING/PROPERTY(1) ↔ X(4)

WHOLE(5) ↔ SOURCE(6)
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ SOURCE(6)

WHOLE(5) ↔ DESTINATION(8)
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ VERB(5)

ACTION(5) ↔ VERB(3)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ QUANTITY/ADJ(2)
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT(4)

X(0) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
X(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

ACTION(5) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ ACTION(20)
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(20)
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ THING(2)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

SCOPE(16) ↔ ACTION(20)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

SCOPE(6) ↔ THING(2)
SCOPE(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ THING(2)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING(2)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

ACTION(5) ↔ ACTION(5)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ WHAT(4)

X(0) ↔ Y(2)

Y(2) ↔ X(4)

ACTION(1) ↔ ACTION(5)

X(0) ↔ X(0)

X(4) ↔ X(4)

X(0) ↔ ACTION(5)

ADJ(5) ↔ X(4)

ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(1)
ACTION(9) ↔ Y(6)

QUANTIFIER(2) ↔ ACTION(1)

QUANTIFIER(2) ↔ QUALIFIER(3)

SCOPE(8) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ACTION(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT(9)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2)

OBJECT(2) ↔ CLASS(7)

FROM(8) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(14)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ VERB(5)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ VERB(5)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(3)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

PART(1) ↔ WHOLE(5)

X(0) ↔ ABBREVIATION(2)
X(4) ↔ UNIT(0)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)
OBJECT(2) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

OBJECT(2) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)
OBJECT(2) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

VALUE(7) ↔ PATIENT(7)

ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

THING(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
VALUE(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ RESULT_VERB(10)

CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ VERB(3)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ WHAT(5)

QUANTIFIER(4) ↔ QUANTIFIER(4)
CLASS(7) ↔ CLASS(7)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ QUANTITY/RANGE(16)

THING(2) ↔ OBJECT(9)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

QUANTITY/MEASURE(1) ↔ X(4)

CHANGE2(18) ↔ ACTION(5)

CHANGE1(6) ↔ X(0)

CHANGE1(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ PATIENT(7)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ PATIENT(7)

ACTION(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ PATIENT(7)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ VERB(5)

THING(2) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(6)
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ OBJECT(9)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ PATIENT(7)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ PATIENT(7)

VERB(5) ↔ VERB(5)
FROM(8) ↔ INTO(10)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(14)

AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

SCOPE(7) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
SCOPE(12) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

CHANGE2(18) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHOLE(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ WHOLE(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ PART(1)

OBJECT(9) ↔ AGENT(2)
OBJECT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

PATIENT(10) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(1)
DIRECTION(7) ↔ CHANGE1(6)

PATIENT(10) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(10)
DIRECTION(7) ↔ CHANGE2(18)

AGENT/THING WHO USES(9) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)
AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ WHAT(5)

ATTRIBUTE(3) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)

PATIENT(10) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ ACTION(20)

CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT(4)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ AGENT(4)
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ VERB(5)

QUANTITY(9) ↔ ACTION(6)
PATIENT(10) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PHASE(1)

ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ AGENT(2)

SCOPE(8) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT(2)

WHOLE(5) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
WHOLE(5) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)
PATIENT(10) ↔ WHAT(4)

Y(2) ↔ X(0)

PROPERTY(5) ↔ PATIENT(7)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ X(0)

WHAT(6) ↔ X(0)
ACTOR/WHO(3) ↔ Y(2)

WHAT(6) ↔ Y(2)

VERB(2) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ PROPERTY(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ UNIT(0)
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ PROPERTY(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ UNIT(0)

THING(2) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

ACTION(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
ACTION(20) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)

ACTION(6) ↔ VALUE(3)

PROPERTY(0) ↔ MEASURE(0)

ACTION(0) ↔ ACTION(6)

VERB (requires)(5) ↔ VERB (requires)(5)
ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(6)

QUANTIFIER(4) ↔ QUANTIFIER(4)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)
ACTOR/WHO(2) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

WHAT(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(12) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

SOURCE(6) ↔ PATIENT(7)
DESTINATION(8) ↔ PATIENT(7)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ ACTION(9)

THING/PROPERTY(1) ↔ VALUE(3)

OBJECT/AGENT(1) ↔ OBJECT(1)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ AGENT(2)
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ADJ(1)

SCOPE(16) ↔ AGENT(2)

WHOLE(5) ↔ X(4)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

INTO(10) ↔ SCOPE(7)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ VALUES(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ CLASS(7)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ INSTANCE(2)

OBJECT(2) ↔ THING(2)
OBJECT(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

CLASS(7) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
CLASS(7) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

CLASS(7) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

AGENT(2) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)
VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)
WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ X(0)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ X(4)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

VALUE(2) ↔ ACTION(6)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ PATIENT(10)

VALUE(2) ↔ ACTION(1)

THING(0) ↔ X(4)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)
ACTOR/WHO(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

WHAT(4) ↔ WHAT(5)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(12) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

VERB(6) ↔ QUANTITY/ADJ(2)

AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)
ACTION(14) ↔ ACTION(9)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ PART(1)

VERB(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2)

OBJECT(2) ↔ Y(2)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)
PART(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

WHOLE(5) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

X(0) ↔ PATIENT(7)

VALUES(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

OBJECT(2) ↔ MATERIAL(0)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ MATERIAL(0)

OBJECT(9) ↔ X(0)
OBJECT(9) ↔ X(4)

VERB (requires)(5) ↔ ACTION(5)

VERB (requires)(5) ↔ ACTION(1)

VERB(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

PATIENT(9) ↔ CONDITION_PATIENT(4)
PATIENT(9) ↔ RESULT_PATIENT(11)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ Y(2)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ Y(2)

RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ X(0)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING/PROCESS(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ LOCATION(4)

QUANTITY/MEASURE(10) ↔ WHOLE(5)

Y(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

Y(2) ↔ ADJ(5)

VALUES(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
X(0) ↔ HOW(13)

CLASS(7) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ ACTION(5)

THING(2) ↔ X(0)

VALUE(7) ↔ X(0)

OBJECT/AGENT(1) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)
WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ VERB(5)
DIRECTION(7) ↔ VERB(5)

AGENT(2) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

AGENT(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

AGENT(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)
WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

THING(0) ↔ QUANTIFIER/SCOPE(4)
THING(0) ↔ WHAT(6)

CLASS(7) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

AGENT(4) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)
AGENT(4) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)

VERB(2) ↔ ACTION(20)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

X(0) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)
VALUES(6) ↔ VALUE(3)

OBJECT/AGENT(1) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)
WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)

Y(2) ↔ Y(2)

QUANTITY/MEASURE(1) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(10)
CHANGE1(6) ↔ CHANGE2(18)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

PART(1) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ POSITIVE/NEGATIVE(6)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ PATIENT(9)

PART(1) ↔ Y(2)
WHOLE(5) ↔ Y(2)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

X(0) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)
VALUES(6) ↔ VALUE(7)

Y(2) ↔ THING(2)

ACTION(9) ↔ VERB(3)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

THING(0) ↔ PATIENT(7)

THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

THING(2) ↔ THING(2)

MATERIAL NAME(0) ↔ X(4)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(10)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(1)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ X(0)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ X(0)
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ X(4)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(5)

AGENT(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)
WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(6)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ OBJECT(9)

FROM(8) ↔ PHASE(1)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

n2
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot

n9
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

n3
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change

n10
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something undergoes physical change then the chemical properties of that something will remain unchanged

n4
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal
if a hot (object ; substance) is (exposed to ; touches) a cold (object ; substance) then (that object ; that substance) will likely cool

if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

n11
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source

if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets
if something is dropped into a container of something else then that something is touching that something else

if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

n5
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something
if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)

if a container contains something then that container touches that something
if something undergoes physical change then the chemical properties of that something will remain unchanged

if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

n12
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food

if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source
if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot

if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change
if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn

n6
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot

if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source
if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn

n13
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)

if a container contains something then that container touches that something
if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

n7
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

n14
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

n8
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets
if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material

if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)
if something is outside during the day then that something will receive sunlight

if something lasts longer then that something will not have to be replaced for a long time
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)
if something is made of (something ; a material) then that something contains (that something ; that material)

if something does not have to be replaced for a long time then that something will save money
if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature

n15
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)

if something is made of (something ; a material) then that something contains (that something ; that material)
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

if something does not have to be replaced for a long time then that something will save money
if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature

if something is outside during the day then that something will receive sunlight
if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets

if something lasts longer then that something will not have to be replaced for a long time

n16
KINDOF

***
a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things

a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects
a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)

a thermometer is a kind of instrument for measuring temperature
a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time

a ruler is a kind of tool for measuring length
a compass is a kind of object

a centimeter is a kind of unit of measurement
binoculars are a kind of instrument for observing distant objects

a tape measure is a kind of tool for (measuring distance ; measuring length)
a calculator is a kind of tool

seconds are a kind of unit for measuring time
a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)

n25
USEDFOR

***
magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object)
a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length)

a thermometer is used to measure temperature
a stopwatch is used to measure time

a ruler is used for measuring the length of an object
a compass is used to navigate (oceans ; seas)

(meters ; centimeters ; kilometers) are used to (describe distance ; describe length)
a centimeter is used for measuring (short lengths ; short distances)

binoculars are used for observing distant objects
a tape measure is used to measure (length ; distance)

a compass is used for determining direction
a calculator is used for (adding ; subtracting ; multiplying ; dividing)

seconds are used to measure time
a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance)

n17
KINDOF

***
a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)

milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)
a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time

n26
USEDFOR

***
a stopwatch is used to measure time

a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object)
a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance)

a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length)

n18
KINDOF

***
measuring is a kind of observing

n27
USEDFOR

***
a thermometer is used to measure temperature

n19
KINDOF

***
weight is a kind of property

a living thing is a kind of object

n28
USEDFOR

***
a scale is used for measuring weight

magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n20
KINDOF

***
a sleeping bag is a kind of product

a living thing is a kind of object
a pan is a kind of object

an animal is a kind of living thing

n29
USEDFOR

***
materials are used for making products by manufacturers

binoculars are used for observing distant objects
a handle is used for holding an object

magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n21
KINDOF

***
a piece of something is a kind of object

a coin is a kind of object
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a rock is a kind of object
a living thing is a kind of object

water is a kind of liquid

n30
USEDFOR

***
a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance)

a ruler is used for measuring the length of an object
a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object)

n22
KINDOF

***
an electric toothbrush is a kind of electric device

down feathers are a kind of material

n31
USEDFOR

***
electrical devices are used for (industrial purposes ; household purposes) by humans

materials are used for making products by manufacturers

n23
KINDOF

***
a human is a kind of animal

an electric toothbrush is a kind of electric device

n32
USEDFOR

***
eyes are used for seeing by animals by sensing light

electricity is used as an energy source by electrical devices

n24
KINDOF

***
how long something takes is a kind of measurement of time

n33
USEDFOR

***
a stopwatch is used to measure time

n34
KINDOF

***
a spoon is a kind of object

a container is a kind of object
a fork is a kind of object
a nail is a kind of object

a human is a kind of animal
a balloon is a kind of object
butter is a kind of substance
a prong is a kind of object

water is a kind of liquid
air is a kind of gas

a change is a kind of event
a paper clip is a kind of object

a block is a kind of object
water is a kind of substance

an ice cube is a kind of object
soup is a kind of food

a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)
a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)

n42
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something
if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)

if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material
when an animal eats or drinks something , that animal tastes that something

if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen
if a liquid disappears then that liquid probably evaporated

if gas is heated then that gas will (expand ; rise)
if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot

if an event occurs by adding something then that event requires that something
if a hot (object ; substance) is (exposed to ; touches) a cold (object ; substance) then (that object ; that substance) will likely cool

if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

n35
KINDOF

***
material composition is a kind of chemical property

a human is a kind of animal
a pan is a kind of object

a living thing is a kind of object

n43
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change

if electricity (flows through ; is transferred through) the body of an animal then that animal is electrocuted
if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn

if something undergoes physical change then the chemical properties of that something will remain unchanged

n36
KINDOF

***
taste is a kind of sense

n44
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when an animal eats or drinks something , that animal tastes that something

n37
KINDOF

***
sunlight is a kind of solar energy

metal is a kind of material
glass is a kind of open container

n45
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature

if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets
if something is dropped into a container of something else then that something is touching that something else

n38
KINDOF

***
sunlight is a kind of solar energy

n46
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is outside during the day then that something will receive sunlight

n39
KINDOF

***
glass is a kind of open container

n47
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when a gas in an open container (evaporates ; boils) , that gas spreads out into the air

n40
KINDOF

***
sunlight is a kind of solar energy

water is a kind of liquid
a pan is a kind of object

a living thing is a kind of object
state of matter at room temperature is a kind of physical property

magnetism is a kind of physical property
conductivity is a kind of physical property

wood is a kind of natural material
metal is a kind of material

soup is a kind of liquid
iron is a kind of metal

solar energy is a kind of heat energy

n48
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)
if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material
if something is made of (something ; a material) then that something contains (that something ; that material)

if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal

n41
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of organism
a container is a kind of object

liquid is a kind of state of matter

n49
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if electricity (flows through ; is transferred through) the body of an animal then that animal is electrocuted

if a container contains something then that container touches that something
if a liquid disappears then that liquid probably evaporated

n50
KINDOF

***
measuring is a kind of observing
a living thing is a kind of object

n57
KINDOF

***
a thermometer is a kind of instrument for measuring temperature

a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things

n51
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

an animal is a kind of living thing
a living thing is a kind of object

ice is a kind of food
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

n58
KINDOF

***
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things
binoculars are a kind of instrument for observing distant objects

milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids
a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)

n52
KINDOF

***
solid is a kind of state of matter
gas is a kind of state of matter

a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)
a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

a plant is a kind of living thing
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a table is a kind of object
liquid is a kind of state of matter

oxygen is a kind of element
adding something is a kind of change

a paper is a kind of object
a paper clip is a kind of object

expand is a kind of change in volume
salt is a kind of substance

a calculator is a kind of tool
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

rubber is a kind of material
aluminum is a kind of element

lead is a kind of element
a living thing is a kind of object

copper is a kind of metal
elements are a kind of substance

magnetism is a kind of physical property
state of matter at room temperature is a kind of physical property

water is a kind of substance

n59
KINDOF

***
liquid is a kind of state of matter

a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time
a block is a kind of object

an animal is a kind of living thing
water is a kind of matter
a table is a kind of object
a statue is a kind of object
iron is a kind of element

reducing is a kind of change
a calculator is a kind of tool
a pencil is a kind of object

contract is a kind of change in volume
sugar is a kind of substance

a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)
plastic is a kind of material made by humans

lead is a kind of element
gold is a kind of element
a pan is a kind of object
zinc is a kind of metal

water is a kind of substance
state of matter at room temperature is a kind of physical property

conductivity is a kind of physical property

n53
KINDOF

***
milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids

n60
KINDOF

***
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

n55
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of living thing

metal is a kind of material
gas is a kind of substance

a beverage is a kind of food
water is a kind of liquid

a coin is a kind of object
precipitation is a kind of natural (occurrence ; cause)

liquid is a kind of state of matter
elements are a kind of substance

an insect is a kind of animal
solid is a kind of state of matter

a tool is a kind of object
a living thing is a kind of object
a plant is a kind of living thing

a bird is a kind of animal
a process is a kind of event

a fruit is a kind of object
an animal is a kind of organism

a human is a kind of animal
state of matter at room temperature is a kind of physical property

quail are a kind of bird
a tree is a kind of plant

a container is a kind of object

n62
KINDOF

***
a bird is a kind of animal
copper is a kind of metal

iron is a kind of metal
air is a kind of gas

tea is a kind of beverage
a puddle is a kind of body of water

a dime is a kind of coin
rain is a kind of precipitation

water is a kind of liquid
oxygen is a kind of element

iron is a kind of element
an ant is a kind of insect

an ice cube is a kind of solid
a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)

a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time
a calculator is a kind of tool

a plant is a kind of living thing
a tree is a kind of plant
quail are a kind of bird

aluminum is a kind of metal
melting is a kind of process

a butterfly is a kind of animal
gold is a kind of solid

an apple is a kind of fruit
a human is a kind of animal
a student is a kind of human

iron is a kind of solid
solid is a kind of state of matter
valley quail are a kind of quail

a redwood tree is a kind of tree
an animal is a kind of living thing

an insect is a kind of animal
a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)

n56
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

water is a kind of natural resource
a body of water is a kind of environment

paper is a kind of material
soup is a kind of liquid

butter is a kind of substance
rain is a kind of water
ice is a kind of solid

an ice cube is a kind of solid
iron is a kind of solid

n63
KINDOF

***
a body of water is a kind of environment

water is a kind of substance
a paper is a kind of object

soup is a kind of food
butter is a kind of solid below 32 degrees celsius

rain is a kind of precipitation
water is a kind of matter

ice is a kind of food
an ice cube is a kind of object

iron is a kind of metal
water is a kind of liquid

n64
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature

if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)
if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot

if an event occurs by adding something then that event requires that something
if something is definite in shape then that something will not change shape easily

when a gas in an open container (evaporates ; boils) , that gas spreads out into the air

n78
SYNONYMY

***
to add means to increase

visible means able to be seen
being (on something ; placed in something ; placed over something) means touching that something

variable means able to change
receiving sunlight is synonymous with absorbing sunlight

to receive sunlight means to absorb sunlight
to get hot means become hot

(to depend on ; to rely on ; to need) means to require
staying means not changing
expand means spread out

adding heat means increasing temperature

n65
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source

n79
SYNONYMY

***
heat means heat energy

heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy

n66
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material

n80
SYNONYMY

***
a property of something is a feature of that something

n68
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

n82
SYNONYMY

***
heat means heat energy

n69
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

if something is outside during the day then that something will receive sunlight

n83
SYNONYMY

***
being (on something ; placed in something ; placed over something) means touching that something

receiving sunlight is synonymous with absorbing sunlight
to receive sunlight means to absorb sunlight

n73
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a liquid disappears then that liquid probably evaporated

n87
SYNONYMY

***
disappeared is similar to gone

n1199
PROTO-PROP-FLEX-RIGIDITY

***
a beach ball is flexible

n75
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food

if something does not have to be replaced for a long time then that something will save money
if something lasts longer then that something will not have to be replaced for a long time

n89
SYNONYMY

***
heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy
replacement means something that is replaced

heat means heat energy

n1229
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
density is a measure of mass (over volume ; divided by volume)

n77
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material

if electricity (flows through ; is transferred through) the body of an animal then that animal is electrocuted

n91
SYNONYMY

***
an object is an item

electricity means electrical energy

n92
CHANGE

***
freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy

melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy
a phase change is when (matter ; a substance) changes from one state into another state

(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

n101
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

an ice cube is a kind of solid
ice is a kind of solid

ice cream is a kind of solid
juice is a kind of liquid

butter is a kind of solid below 32 degrees celsius
gold is a kind of solid

solid is a kind of state of matter
liquid is a kind of state of matter

n93
CHANGE

***
melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy
freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy

n102
KINDOF

***
liquid is a kind of state of matter
gas is a kind of state of matter
solid is a kind of state of matter

n94
CHANGE

***
melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

n103
KINDOF

***
solid is a kind of state of matter
liquid is a kind of state of matter

n95
CHANGE

***
melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy
condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

n104
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

ice is a kind of solid
dew is a kind of liquid

n98
CHANGE

***
condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy
melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

n107
KINDOF

***
condensing is a kind of process
evaporation is a kind of process

melting is a kind of process

n99
CHANGE

***
melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

phase changes do not change mass
(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

n108
KINDOF

***
melting is a kind of phase change
an increase is a kind of change

adding something is a kind of change
reducing is a kind of change

n100
CHANGE

***
a phase change is when (matter ; a substance) changes from one state into another state

tearing an object changes that object 's shape

n109
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of substance
a pencil is a kind of object
a paper is a kind of object

n110
PROTO-ACTION

***
friction acts to counter the motion of two objects when their surfaces are touching

n118
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if one surface is (moved against ; moved over ; moved down) another surface then those surfaces are touching

n111
PROTO-ACTION

***
a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)

n119
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

n113
PROTO-ACTION

***
a magnet attracts (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals) through magnetism

n121
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets

n116
PROTO-ACTION

***
a magnet attracts (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals) through magnetism

a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)
shiny (things ; objects) reflect light

a source of something (emits ; produces ; generates) that something
animals taste flavors

n124
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal

if a container contains something then that container touches that something
if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen

if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

when an animal eats or drinks something , that animal tastes that something

n117
PROTO-ACTION

***
a source of something (emits ; produces ; generates) that something

a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)
matter with variable volume and shape (assumes ; expands to fill ; takes) the shape and size of its entire container

n125
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape

n958
CAUSE

***
condensing causes a liquid to form

n128
CHANGE

***
tearing means changing a whole into pieces

n135
SYNONYMY

***
tearing means ripping

n129
CHANGE

***
(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy

n136
SYNONYMY

***
boiling point means temperature (at which a liquid boils ; above which a liquid boils)

boiling point is the highest temperature a liquid can reach
freezing point means temperature (at which a liquid freezes ; below which a liquid freezes)

n130
CHANGE

***
freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy

n137
SYNONYMY

***
moisture means (liquid ; liquid water)

n1193
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
an element is not an alloy

n140
KINDOF

***
soft is a kind of touch sensation

n149
SYNONYMY

***
touching something means feeling that something

n141
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

contract is a kind of change in volume
expand is a kind of change in volume

n150
SYNONYMY

***
freezing point means temperature (at which a liquid freezes ; below which a liquid freezes)

boiling point means temperature (at which a liquid boils ; above which a liquid boils)
boiling point is the highest temperature a liquid can reach

variable means able to change

n142
KINDOF

***
a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things

color is a kind of (physical ; visual) property
ice is a kind of solid

a human is a kind of animal
a piece of something is a kind of object

milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids

n151
SYNONYMY

***
(a hand lens ; a magnifying lens) is synonymous with a magnifying glass

colorless means no color
ice crystals means ice

person is synonymous with human
an instrument is a piece of equipment

mL means milliliters

n143
KINDOF

***
rain is a kind of water

n152
SYNONYMY

***
washing out means being moved from by water

n145
KINDOF

***
a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things

n154
SYNONYMY

***
observe means see

(inspect ; observe) means examine

n146
KINDOF

***
an increase is a kind of change

n155
SYNONYMY

***
to add means to increase

n147
KINDOF

***
a thermometer is a kind of instrument for measuring temperature

conductivity is a kind of physical property
binoculars are a kind of instrument for observing distant objects

a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)
a hair is a kind of object

walking is a kind of motion
a nail is a kind of object

metal is a kind of material
a user is a kind of person

state of matter at room temperature is a kind of physical property
magnetism is a kind of physical property

solid is a kind of state of matter
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

n156
SYNONYMY

***
instrument means tool

a property of something is a feature of that something
an instrument is a piece of equipment

an object is an item
(motion ; movement) means (moving ; to move)

material means substance
person is synonymous with human

physical state means state of matter

n148
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of natural resource

a body of water is a kind of environment
gas is a kind of substance

sunlight is a kind of solar energy
a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

n157
SYNONYMY

***
nature means a natural environment

material means substance
heat means heat energy

texture means how an object feels

n158
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

n161
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food

n160
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance)
magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic)

n163
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature
if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)

n164
CHANGE

***
(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy
freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy

condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

n166
CHANGE-VEC

***
boiling is when liquids are heated above their boiling point
melting is when solids are heated above their melting point

heating means adding heat
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

n165
CHANGE

***
condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

n167
CHANGE-VEC

***
condensing is when gasses are cooled below their boiling point

drying means (amount of water ; amount of liquid ; wetness) decreases
boiling means the volume of a liquid decreases

n168
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of substance
a table is a kind of furniture

water is a kind of matter
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a statue is a kind of object
a table is a kind of object

brass is a kind of alloy
metal is a kind of material

a living thing is a kind of object
an insulator is a kind of material

n172
MADEOF

***
(matter ; materials ; substances) are made of (atoms ; particles)

furniture often is made of wood
matter is made of molecules

objects are made of (materials ; substances ; matter)
alloys are made of two or more metals

substances are made of matter
materials are made of matter

n169
KINDOF

***
zinc is a kind of metal

water is a kind of substance
copper is a kind of metal
metal is a kind of material

sugar is a kind of substance

n173
MADEOF

***
alloys are made of two or more metals

objects are made of (materials ; substances ; matter)
(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking

a thermal conductor is made of materials that conduct thermal energy
a solution is made of one substance dissolved in another substance

n170
KINDOF

***
brass is a kind of alloy
iron is a kind of solid
iron is a kind of metal

a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)
a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)

a sleeping bag is a kind of product
a paper clip is a kind of object

a pan is a kind of object
a nail is a kind of object

n174
MADEOF

***
brass is made of copper and zinc

iron nails are made of iron
(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking

a burner is made of metal
sleeping bags usually are made of insulators

a paper clip is often made of (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals)

n171
KINDOF

***
copper is a kind of metal
metal is a kind of material

wood is a kind of natural material
zinc is a kind of metal

n175
MADEOF

***
brass is made of copper and zinc

a paper clip is often made of (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals)
a burner is made of metal

(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking
furniture often is made of wood

n176
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

water is a kind of substance
water is a kind of natural resource

a body of water is a kind of environment
water is a kind of matter

n180
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER1

***
water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between (373 ; 212 ; 100) and 100000000000 (K ; F ; C)

water is in the solid state , called ice , for temperatures between (0 ; -459 ; -273) and (273 ; 32 ; 0) (K ; F ; C)
water is in the liquid state , called liquid water , for temperatures between (273 ; 32 ; 0) and (373 ; 212 ; 100) (K ; F ; C)

n177
KINDOF

***
ice is a kind of food

an ice cube is a kind of solid
ice is a kind of solid

n181
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER1

***
water is in the solid state , called ice , for temperatures between (0 ; -459 ; -273) and (273 ; 32 ; 0) (K ; F ; C)

n184
CAUSE

***
burning a living thing usually causes harm to that living thing

sugar causes food to taste sweet

n193
KINDOF

***
a living thing is a kind of object

sweet is a kind of flavor

n185
CAUSE

***
condensing causes a liquid to form

completing a circuit causes (electricity ; electric current) to flow through that circuit
friction causes the temperature of an object to increase

freezing causes a solid to form
chemical reactions cause chemical change

sharpening an object causes that object to change shape
sugar causes food to taste sweet

n194
KINDOF

***
dew is a kind of liquid

an electric toothbrush is a kind of electric device
a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

a block is a kind of object
ice is a kind of solid

combustion is a kind of chemical change
a paper is a kind of object
a pencil is a kind of object

a beverage is a kind of food
fire is a kind of chemical reaction

n186
CAUSE

***
sugar causes food to taste sweet

fire causes burning

n195
KINDOF

***
taste is a kind of sense

burning is a kind of action

n187
CAUSE

***
fire causes burning

n196
KINDOF

***
fire is a kind of chemical reaction

n188
CAUSE

***
an object being pushed across another object causes their surfaces to move against each other

chemical reactions cause (new substances ; different substances) to form

n197
KINDOF

***
a block is a kind of object

a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object
fire is a kind of chemical reaction

n189
CAUSE

***
evaporation causes amount of water to decrease

the sun causes water to evaporate more quickly by adding heat
heating salt water causes the water to evaporate while the salt remains

n198
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

n190
CAUSE

***
chemical reactions cause (new substances ; different substances) to form

n199
KINDOF

***
combustion is a kind of chemical change

n191
CAUSE

***
heating salt water causes the water to evaporate while the salt remains

n200
KINDOF

***
salt is a kind of solid

n192
CAUSE

***
electrocution causes harm to an organism

n201
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of organism

n1198
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape

n1223
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
shortest means (least ; smallest) in length

n205
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

n212
TRANSFER

***
a thermal energy conductor transfers heat from (warmer objects ; hotter objects) to cooler objects

n207
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when an electrical conductor is plugged into an outlet , a circuit is completed

n214
TRANSFER

***
electrical conduction is when (metals ; electrical conductors) conduct electricity through (a wire ; electrical conductor ; metal)

n208
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if electricity (flows through ; is transferred through) the body of an animal then that animal is electrocuted

if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn

n215
TRANSFER

***
electrical conduction is when (metals ; electrical conductors) conduct electricity through (a wire ; electrical conductor ; metal)

a thermal energy conductor transfers heat from (warmer objects ; hotter objects) to cooler objects

n216
KINDOF

***
tea is a kind of beverage
sweet is a kind of flavor
a leaf is a kind of object

a container is a kind of object
metal is a kind of material
gas is a kind of substance
a ball is a kind of object

rolling is a kind of motion
iron is a kind of metal

n226
PROTO-ACTION

***
humans drink beverages

animals taste flavors
classifying means grouping (objects ; materials) by their properties

a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)
friction acts to counter the motion of two objects when their surfaces are touching
a magnet attracts (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals) through magnetism

n217
KINDOF

***
a human is a kind of animal

a bird is a kind of animal
a balloon is a kind of object
the floor is a kind of object

a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)

n227
PROTO-ACTION

***
animals taste flavors

animals usually distance themselves from humans
shiny (things ; objects) reflect light

a white object reflects all visible light
a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)

n218
KINDOF

***
a prism is a kind of object

a human is a kind of animal
carpet is a kind of material

a tectonic plate is a kind of object
sugar is a kind of substance

an animal is a kind of living thing

n228
PROTO-ACTION

***
a prism refracts light

humans drink beverages
carpet absorbs sound

a tectonic plate moves along a fault line
sugar dissolves in water when they are combined
animals usually distance themselves from humans

n219
KINDOF

***
a beverage is a kind of food
metal is a kind of material

n229
PROTO-ACTION

***
humans drink beverages

a magnet attracts (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals) through magnetism

n221
KINDOF

***
classifying is a kind of science process

n231
PROTO-ACTION

***
classifying means grouping (objects ; materials) by their properties

n222
KINDOF

***
a block is a kind of object

a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

n232
PROTO-ACTION

***
friction occurs when two object 's surfaces move against each other

n969
PARTOF

***
legs are usually a part of an animal

n225
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of substance

n235
PROTO-ACTION

***
sugar dissolves in water when they are combined

n236
KINDOF

***
a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)

a gram is a kind of unit for measuring mass

n240
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

n237
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

frosting is a kind of material
a paper bag is a kind of object

a sheet of paper is a kind of object
a spoon is a kind of object

wood is a kind of natural material
a leaf is a kind of object

butter is a kind of substance
a rock is a kind of object

a paper is a kind of object
a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

a block is a kind of object
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a statue is a kind of object
a table is a kind of object

a paper clip is a kind of object
a nail is a kind of object

a pencil is a kind of object
a fruit is a kind of object

n241
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic)

(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)
size is a property of objects and includes ordered values of (microscopic ; tiny ; small ; medium ; large)

shape is a property of an object
(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance)
thickness is a property of an object and includes ordered values of (thin ; thick)

hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid)
texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)

shape is a property of the appearance of an object
color is a property of (an object ; a material)

n238
KINDOF

***
smooth is a kind of texture

sunlight is a kind of solar energy

n242
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)

(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

n239
KINDOF

***
color is a kind of (physical ; visual) property

n243
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
color is a property of (an object ; a material)

n256
CHANGE-VEC

***
climbing increases altitude

melting is when solids are heated above their melting point

n262
SYNONYMY

***
increase means more

heat means heat energy

n257
CHANGE-VEC

***
(to slow ; to slow down) decreases speed

n263
SYNONYMY

***
less is similar to decrease

n258
CHANGE-VEC

***
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

heating means adding heat
an electrical insulator (slows ; prevents) the (transfer of ; flow of) electricity

n264
SYNONYMY

***
heat means heat energy

heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy
electricity means electrical energy

n259
CHANGE-VEC

***
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

drying means (amount of water ; amount of liquid ; wetness) decreases
an electrical insulator (slows ; prevents) the (transfer of ; flow of) electricity

n265
SYNONYMY

***
take away means decreasing
to lower means to decrease

protecting something means preventing harm to that something

n260
CHANGE-VEC

***
a thermal insulator (slows ; prevents) the transfer of heat

an electrical insulator (slows ; prevents) the (transfer of ; flow of) electricity

n266
SYNONYMY

***
insulator means good insulator

n927
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
ice is cold in temperature

a freezer is (cool ; cold) in temperature

n245
SOURCEOF

***
fire gives off (light ; heat ; smoke)

the sun is a source of (radiation ; heat) called sunlight
a (hot ; warm) something is a source of heat

n251
SYNONYMY

***
to give off means to be the source of

being in the sun is synonymous with being in the sunlight
being (on something ; placed in something ; placed over something) means touching that something

n246
SOURCEOF

***
sunlight produces heat

n252
SYNONYMY

***
make means produce

n247
SOURCEOF

***
the sun is a source of (radiation ; heat) called sunlight

n253
SYNONYMY

***
adding heat means increasing temperature

n904
PROTO-ACTION

***
matter in the liquid state drips

n249
SOURCEOF

***
a (hot ; warm) something is a source of heat

n255
SYNONYMY

***
to get hot means become hot

n1108
MADEOF

***
iron nails are made of iron

n1192
MADEOF

***
alloys are made of two or more metals

n278
CHANGE

***
freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy

tearing an object changes that object 's shape

n285
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is definite in shape then that something will not change shape easily

if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change

n886
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(variability of shape ; variability of volume) is a property of matter and includes values of (variable ; definite)

volume is a property of matter

n288
KINDOF

***
wood is a kind of natural material

water is a kind of substance
oxygen is a kind of element

iron is a kind of element
an insect is a kind of animal

a hair is a kind of object
an ice cube is a kind of object
an ice cube is a kind of solid

water is a kind of liquid

n293
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
wood is usually sturdy

the (freezing point of water ; melting point of water) is (32F ; 0C ; 273K)
the melting point of oxygen is (-361.8F ; -218.8C ; 54.4K)

the melting point of iron is (2800F ; 1538C ; 1811K)
an insect has six legs

hair is thin
ice is cold in temperature

the boiling point of water is (212F ; 100C ; 373K)
an insect usually has a small size

n289
KINDOF

***
an ant is a kind of insect

a paper bag is a kind of object
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a ladybug is a kind of insect
a living thing is a kind of object

n294
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
an insect usually has a small size

a piece of an object is smaller in size than the whole object
different materials usually have different properties

an insect has six legs
an part of an object is smaller than the entire object

n906
PARTOF

***
a surface is a part of an object

the atmosphere is a part of (nature ; the environment)

n291
KINDOF

***
sunlight is a kind of solar energy

sunlight is a kind of light

n296
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a sunny day has lots of sunlight

n268
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
metal is an (electrical ; electrical energy) conductor

down feathers are a (thermal ; thermal energy) insulator
rubber is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) insulator

n270
SYNONYMY

***
a good conductor is a conductor
insulator means good insulator

n298
REQUIRES

***
electric devices require electrical energy to function

n303
USEDFOR

***
electricity is used as an energy source by electrical devices

n300
REQUIRES

***
cooking food requires adding heat energy

n305
USEDFOR

***
a (pan ; frying pan) is used for cooking food by heating food in it on a stove

n301
REQUIRES

***
determining often requires (measuring ; observing)

comparing requires measuring
building something often requires measuring the materials

cutting a material usually requires measuring length
counting something usually requires seeing that something

n306
USEDFOR

***
a stopwatch is used to measure time

a tape measure is used to measure (length ; distance)
a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance)

a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length)
a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object)

magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n302
REQUIRES

***
navigation requires knowing direction

n307
USEDFOR

***
a compass is used for determining direction

n308
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
rubber is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) insulator

metal is an (electrical ; electrical energy) conductor
wood is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal energy) insulator

wax is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator
brick is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator

n309
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
plastic is usually an electrical insulator

n1228
PROTO-INTENSIVE-EXTENSIVE

***
density is an intensive property

n313
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot

when an electrical conductor is plugged into an outlet , a circuit is completed

n318
SOURCEOF

***
a (hot ; warm) something is a source of heat

a complete electrical circuit is a source of electrical energy

n320
SYNONYMY

***
being (on something ; placed in something ; placed over something) means touching that something

n329
TRANSFER

***
transferring is moving from one place to another place

n1222
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
lowest means least in (value ; amount ; number)

n970
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
an insect usually has a small size

n327
SYNONYMY

***
to conduct is similar to to transfer

washing out means being moved from by water

n336
TRANSFER

***
a thermal energy conductor transfers heat from (warmer objects ; hotter objects) to cooler objects

soil erosion is when (wind ; moving water ; gravity) move soil from (fields ; environments)

n344
KINDOF

***
a body of water is a kind of environment

water is a kind of substance
water is a kind of liquid

water is a kind of natural resource

n348
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
humidity is the amount of (water vapor ; moisture) (in the air ; in the atmosphere)

n345
KINDOF

***
a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)

a ruler is a kind of tool for measuring length
a thermometer is a kind of instrument for measuring temperature

a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time

n349
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
speed is a measure of distance travelled (over time ; divided by time)

diameter is a measure of length through the center of a circle
temperature is a measure of heat energy

(distance moved ; distance travelled) is a measure of how far an object moves
density is a measure of mass (over volume ; divided by volume)

n347
KINDOF

***
a tectonic plate is a kind of object

n351
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
(distance moved ; distance travelled) is a measure of how far an object moves

n338
SYNONYMY

***
(a hand lens ; a magnifying lens) is synonymous with a magnifying glass

n341
USEDFOR

***
magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n339
SYNONYMY

***
not looking means not seeing
visible means able to be seen

observe means see

n342
USEDFOR

***
eyes are used for seeing by animals by sensing light

magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n372
CAUSE

***
sharpening an object causes that object to change shape

sugar causes food to taste sweet

n378
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change

when an animal eats or drinks something , that animal tastes that something

n373
CAUSE

***
absorbing sunlight causes objects to heat

burning a living thing usually causes harm to that living thing
completing a circuit causes (electricity ; electric current) to flow through that circuit

n379
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn
when an electrical conductor is plugged into an outlet , a circuit is completed

n374
CAUSE

***
ice wedging is when ice causes rocks to crack by expanding in openings

n380
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when water freezes , that water expands

n377
CAUSE

***
adding heat to an object sometimes causes chemical reactions

chemical reactions cause chemical change

n383
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object undergoes chemical change then that object will have new chemical properties

n384
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
wood is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal energy) insulator

metal is an (electrical ; electrical energy) conductor
water is an (electrical ; electric energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) conductor

metal is a (thermal ; thermal energy) conductor

n386
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

when an electrical conductor is plugged into an outlet , a circuit is completed

n354
SYNONYMY

***
visible means able to be seen
to reduce means to decrease

boiling point means temperature (at which a liquid boils ; above which a liquid boils)

n363
SYNONYMY

***
can be means able to be

take away means decreasing
boiling point is the highest temperature a liquid can reach

to lower means to decrease

n358
SYNONYMY

***
moving is similar to travelling

can be means able to be
to reduce means to decrease

n367
SYNONYMY

***
(motion ; movement) means (moving ; to move)

visible means able to be seen
counter means (reduce ; stop ; resist)

n359
SYNONYMY

***
a good conductor is a conductor

heat means heat energy

n368
SYNONYMY

***
good means positive

heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy

n361
SYNONYMY

***
best means most positive

n370
SYNONYMY

***
good means positive

n362
SYNONYMY

***
boiling point is the highest temperature a liquid can reach

n371
SYNONYMY

***
boiling point means temperature (at which a liquid boils ; above which a liquid boils)

n390
PROTO-ACTION

***
shiny (things ; objects) reflect light

n396
SYNONYMY

***
metallic is similar to shiny

n391
PROTO-ACTION

***
classifying means grouping (objects ; materials) by their properties

friction acts to counter the motion of two objects when their surfaces are touching
matter with variable volume and shape (assumes ; expands to fill ; takes) the shape and size of its entire container

n397
SYNONYMY

***
grouping means (putting ; placing) in different groups

counter means (reduce ; stop ; resist)
expand means spread out

n402
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
speed is a measure of distance travelled (over time ; divided by time)

n405
USEDFOR

***
a calculator is used for (adding ; subtracting ; multiplying ; dividing)

n406
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

wood is a kind of natural material
down feathers are a kind of material

rubber is a kind of material

n409
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
metal is a (thermal ; thermal energy) conductor

wood is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal energy) insulator
down feathers are a (thermal ; thermal energy) insulator

rubber is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) insulator
metal is an (electrical ; electrical energy) conductor

n407
KINDOF

***
iron is a kind of metal

copper is a kind of metal

n410
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
metal is an (electrical ; electrical energy) conductor

metal is a (thermal ; thermal energy) conductor

n408
KINDOF

***
an insulator is a kind of material

n411
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
wax is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator

n412
KINDOF

***
a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time

a tape measure is a kind of tool for (measuring distance ; measuring length)
a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)
a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)

a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

n415
REQUIRES

***
determining often requires (measuring ; observing)

building something often requires measuring the materials
comparing requires measuring

cutting a material usually requires measuring length

n413
KINDOF

***
wood is a kind of natural material

n416
REQUIRES

***
building something often requires measuring the materials

n414
KINDOF

***
wood is a kind of natural material

an electric toothbrush is a kind of electric device

n417
REQUIRES

***
cutting a material usually requires measuring length
electric devices require electrical energy to function

n426
CAUSE

***
absorbing sunlight causes objects to heat

n432
CHANGE

***
melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

n428
CAUSE

***
temperature changing can cause phase changes

freezing causes a solid to form
condensing causes a liquid to form

n434
CHANGE

***
a phase change is when (matter ; a substance) changes from one state into another state

freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy
condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

n429
CAUSE

***
water vapor cooling causes that water vapor to condense

n435
CHANGE

***
condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

n422
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
rubber is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) insulator

wax is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator
brick is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator

wood is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal energy) insulator

n424
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
an insulator is the opposite of a conductor

n440
KINDOF

***
erosion is a kind of change

rain is a kind of water

n445
TRANSFER

***
soil erosion is when (wind ; moving water ; gravity) move soil from (fields ; environments)

raining is when rain falls from clouds to the (Earth ; ground) as a liquid

n460
MADEOF

***
a wax crayon is made of wax

a rubber eraser is made of rubber
a burner is made of metal

(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking

n463
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
wax is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator

rubber is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) insulator
metal is a (thermal ; thermal energy) conductor

n461
MADEOF

***
a thermal conductor is made of materials that conduct thermal energy

n464
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
metal is a (thermal ; thermal energy) conductor

n462
MADEOF

***
sleeping bags usually are made of insulators

n465
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
down feathers are a (thermal ; thermal energy) insulator

n450
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a desk is usually short (in height ; in width)

a fingerprint is small in size
an insect usually has a small size

n455
USEDFOR

***
a centimeter is used for measuring (short lengths ; short distances)

magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n452
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a desk usually has a length with values between 50 and 250 cm

n457
USEDFOR

***
(meters ; centimeters ; kilometers) are used to (describe distance ; describe length)

n454
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a freezer is (cool ; cold) in temperature

n459
USEDFOR

***
a freezer is used for cooling things

n476
CAUSE

***
cracking something may cause that something to break apart

condensing causes a liquid to form

n482
CAUSE

***
ice wedging is when ice causes rocks to crack by expanding in openings

water vapor cooling causes that water vapor to condense

n926
CHANGE-VEC

***
cooling means temperature decreases

heat means temperature increases

n478
CAUSE

***
chemical reactions cause (new substances ; different substances) to form

chemical reactions cause chemical change
an object being pushed across another object causes their surfaces to move against each other

n484
CAUSE

***
chemical reactions cause chemical change

adding heat to an object sometimes causes chemical reactions
cooking causes a chemical reaction

combining two substances chemically causes chemical reactions
friction causes the temperature of an object to increase

n900
MADEOF

***
materials are made of matter

n489
CHANGE-VEC

***
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

n497
CHANGE-VEC

***
condensing is when gasses are cooled below their boiling point

n490
CHANGE-VEC

***
boiling means the volume of a liquid decreases

n498
CHANGE-VEC

***
boiling is when liquids are heated above their boiling point

n1131
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
a rock is usually a solid

n1130
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
a metal is usually a solid

n495
CHANGE-VEC

***
heat means temperature increases

boiling is when liquids are heated above their boiling point

n503
CHANGE-VEC

***
cooling means temperature decreases

boiling means the volume of a liquid decreases

n504
CONTAINS

***
a beach ball contains gas

a body of water contains water

n506
KINDOF

***
gas is a kind of substance

water is a kind of substance
a body of water is a kind of environment

water is a kind of natural resource
water is a kind of liquid

n505
CONTAINS

***
a beach ball contains gas

a body of water contains water
a bubble contains gas

n507
KINDOF

***
air is a kind of gas

a puddle is a kind of body of water

n466
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the temperature of a liquid increases , that liquid will evaporate quicker

n471
SYNONYMY

***
warm means warm temperature

n467
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as altitude increases , the temperature of the air will decrease

as the kinetic energy of a molecule increases , the temperature will increase
as the smoothness of something increases , the friction of that something will decrease when its surface moves against another surface

as state of matter changes , mass will not change
as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease

n472
SYNONYMY

***
to lower means to decrease
to add means to increase

to reduce means to decrease
stay the same means not changing

n1017
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)

n469
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as altitude increases , the temperature of the air will decrease

n474
SYNONYMY

***
increase means more

n470
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase

n475
SYNONYMY

***
to reduce means to decrease

n508
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

if a person is lost at sea then that person may not know the direction of land

n515
USEDFOR

***
a handle is used for holding an object

a compass is used for determining direction

n509
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a person is lost at sea then that person may not know the direction of land

n516
USEDFOR

***
a compass is used to navigate (oceans ; seas)

n510
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen

n517
USEDFOR

***
a (pan ; frying pan) is used for cooking food by heating food in it on a stove

eyes are used for seeing by animals by sensing light
a stove is used for cooking by generating heat

n514
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn

n521
USEDFOR

***
a handle is used for holding an object

n528
CHANGE

***
condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

n532
CHANGE

***
(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy

phase changes do not change mass
a phase change is when (matter ; a substance) changes from one state into another state

n536
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the temperature of a liquid increases , that liquid will evaporate quicker

as the thickness of an object increases , the resistance (to tearing ; to breaking) will increase
as the temperature of an object increases , the size of that object will increase

as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase
as state of matter changes , mass will not change

as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease

n539
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

a paper is a kind of object
railroad tracks are a kind of object

a ball is a kind of object
solid is a kind of state of matter
liquid is a kind of state of matter

sunlight is a kind of light

n537
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease

n540
KINDOF

***
a flagpole is a kind of object

n538
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as heat increases , a flexible container containing gas will expand

n541
KINDOF

***
expand is a kind of change in volume

n522
KINDOF

***
a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object
a body of water is a kind of environment

a human is a kind of animal
an insect is a kind of animal

a ball is a kind of object
carpet is a kind of material

a living thing is a kind of object
a pan is a kind of object

a paper is a kind of object

n525
PARTOF

***
a surface is a part of an object

the atmosphere is a part of (nature ; the environment)
the head is a part of an animal

legs are usually a part of an animal
a surface is a part of a material

a handle is a part of an object for holding that object

n523
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of living thing

a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

n526
PARTOF

***
legs are usually a part of an animal

a rough surface is a part of sandpaper

n524
KINDOF

***
a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)

n527
PARTOF

***
a burner is a part of a stove

n553
CHANGE-VEC

***
climbing increases altitude
heating means adding heat

n558
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as altitude increases , the temperature of the air will decrease

as heat increases , a flexible container containing gas will expand

n1120
PARTOF

***
the atmosphere is a part of (nature ; the environment)

n556
CHANGE-VEC

***
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

heat means temperature increases

n561
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as altitude increases , the temperature of the air will decrease

as the temperature of an object increases , the size of that object will increase

n545
CHANGE-VEC

***
cooling means temperature decreases

n550
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a hot (object ; substance) is (exposed to ; touches) a cold (object ; substance) then (that object ; that substance) will likely cool

n568
KINDOF

***
air is a kind of gas

an eraser is a kind of solid
juice is a kind of liquid

n571
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER

***
Matter in the gas phase has variable volume
Matter in the solid phase has definite shape
Matter in the liquid phase has variable shape
Matter in the gas phase has variable shape

n570
KINDOF

***
expand is a kind of change in volume
contract is a kind of change in volume

n573
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER

***
Matter in the gas phase has variable volume

n565
PARTOF

***
a handle is a part of an object for holding that object

n567
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn

if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

n579
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic)

n581
SYNONYMY

***
an object is an item

n582
UNIT

***
liters ( L ) is a unit used for measuring volume generally used for values between 1 and 50000000

kilograms ( kg ) are a unit used for measuring (mass ; weight) generally used for values between 1 and 50000000
centimeters ( cm ) are a unit used for measuring (length ; distance) generally used for values between 1 and 250

milliliters ( mL ) is a unit used for measuring volume generally used for values between 1 and 1000

n584
USEDFOR

***
a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object)

a scale is used for measuring weight
a centimeter is used for measuring (short lengths ; short distances)

n1074
AFFECT

***
saving money has a positive impact on (a person ; a company)

n591
CHANGE

***
tearing an object changes that object 's shape

crumple means change shape from smooth into (compacted ; irregular) by physical force
phase changes do not change mass

n593
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
shape is a property of the appearance of an object

shape is a property of an object
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

n616
KINDOF

***
weight is a kind of property

n619
UNIT

***
kilograms ( kg ) are a unit used for measuring (mass ; weight) generally used for values between 1 and 50000000

n617
KINDOF

***
milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids

a meter is a kind of unit for (measuring distance ; measuring length)
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

a gram is a kind of unit for measuring mass

n620
UNIT

***
milliliters ( mL ) is a unit used for measuring volume generally used for values between 1 and 1000

meters ( m ) are a unit used for measuring (length ; distance) generally used for values between 1 and 1000
liters ( L ) is a unit used for measuring volume generally used for values between 1 and 50000000

grams ( g ) are a unit used for measuring (mass ; weight) generally used for values between 1 and 2000

n618
KINDOF

***
a centimeter is a kind of unit of measurement

n621
UNIT

***
centimeters ( cm ) are a unit used for measuring (length ; distance) generally used for values between 1 and 250

n910
SYNONYMY

***
not looking means not seeing

n909
SYNONYMY

***
texture means how an object feels

nature means a natural environment

n602
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is definite in shape then that something will not change shape easily

n606
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
definite is the opposite of variable

n603
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change

if something undergoes physical change then the chemical properties of that something will remain unchanged

n607
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
changed is the opposite of unchanged

n596
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is definite in shape then that something will not change shape easily

if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape

n598
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER

***
Matter in the solid phase has definite shape
Matter in the gas phase has variable shape

Matter in the liquid phase has variable shape

n586
REQUIRES

***
measuring the hardness of minerals requires scratching those materials

n588
REQUIRES

***
comparing requires measuring

n587
REQUIRES

***
building something often requires measuring the materials

comparing requires measuring
cutting a material usually requires measuring length

n589
REQUIRES

***
determining often requires (measuring ; observing)

measuring the hardness of minerals requires scratching those materials
building something often requires measuring the materials

n975
REQUIRES

***
popping popcorn requires adding heat

n1007
USEDFOR

***
binoculars are used for observing distant objects

n1107
UNIT

***
milliliters ( mL ) is a unit used for measuring volume generally used for values between 1 and 1000

n1016
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
volume is a property of matter

hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid)

n630
CAUSE

***
sugar causes food to taste sweet

an object being pushed across another object causes their surfaces to move against each other

n633
PROTO-ACTION

***
animals taste flavors

friction occurs when two object 's surfaces move against each other

n623
CAUSE

***
completing a circuit causes (electricity ; electric current) to flow through that circuit

n627
SOURCEOF

***
a complete electrical circuit is a source of electrical energy

n652
CHANGE-VEC

***
drying means (amount of water ; amount of liquid ; wetness) decreases

boiling means the volume of a liquid decreases
boiling is when liquids are heated above their boiling point
melting is when solids are heated above their melting point

n654
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

butter is a kind of solid below 32 degrees celsius
ice cream is a kind of solid

an ice cube is a kind of solid

n973
CAUSE

***
adding heat to an object sometimes causes chemical reactions

n662
KINDOF

***
ice is a kind of solid

material composition is a kind of chemical property
brass is a kind of alloy

n665
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
a metal is usually a solid
a rock is usually a solid

appearance is sometimes a physical property
an element is not an alloy

n663
KINDOF

***
aluminum is a kind of element

gold is a kind of element
aluminum is a kind of metal

lead is a kind of element

n666
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
an element is not an alloy
a metal is usually a solid

n676
MADEOF

***
objects are made of (materials ; substances ; matter)

a thermal conductor is made of materials that conduct thermal energy

n678
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material

if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

n1129
PROTO-PROP-FLEX-RIGIDITY

***
a beach ball is flexible

a balloon is highly flexible

n1047
PROTO-LOCATIONS

***
natural resources are found in nature

n636
USEDFOR

***
a centimeter is used for measuring (short lengths ; short distances)

a compass is used to navigate (oceans ; seas)

n640
USEDFOR

***
(meters ; centimeters ; kilometers) are used to (describe distance ; describe length)

a compass is used for determining direction

n638
USEDFOR

***
measuring is used for describing an object

a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance)
a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length)

n642
USEDFOR

***
(meters ; centimeters ; kilometers) are used to (describe distance ; describe length)

a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object)
a stopwatch is used to measure time

n690
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
thin means small in width

n693
CHANGE-VEC

***
magnifying makes seeing small things easier through (using a magnifying glass ; using a microscope)

n691
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
high means great in altitude

cold means low in temperature
warm means medium (heat energy ; temperature)

(colder ; cooler) means lower in temperature

n694
CHANGE-VEC

***
climbing increases altitude

(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)
heating means adding heat

n960
PROTO-FORMEDBY

***
dew is formed when water vapor (condenses ; cools) over night

n705
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
(colder ; cooler) means lower in temperature

n710
SYNONYMY

***
to lower means to decrease

n706
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
moist means high in moisture

n711
SYNONYMY

***
sticky is similar to moist

n721
EXAMPLES

***
An example of collecting data is measuring

n725
KINDOF

***
a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)

a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time

n714
MADEOF

***
(matter ; materials ; substances) are made of (atoms ; particles)

n717
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
composition is a property of (an object ; matter)

n680
PARTOF

***
the eyes are part of the head used for seeing

a handle is a part of an object for holding that object
eyes are usually part of an animal for seeing

n682
USEDFOR

***
eyes are used for seeing by animals by sensing light

a handle is used for holding an object
magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n681
PARTOF

***
the head is a part of an animal

n683
USEDFOR

***
eyes are used for seeing by animals by sensing light

n684
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
length is a property of the shape of an object

(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

n687
USEDFOR

***
a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length)

a thermometer is used to measure temperature
a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance)

n727
REQUIRES

***
wiring requires an electrical conductor

n731
SYNONYMY

***
to be used for something means to be required by that something

n728
REQUIRES

***
determining often requires (measuring ; observing)

n732
SYNONYMY

***
to be required means to be necessary

n766
AFFECT

***
harming something has a negative (impact on ; effect on) that something

n768
CAUSE

***
electrocution causes harm to an organism

burning a living thing usually causes harm to that living thing
something dangerous can cause harm

n767
AFFECT

***
decreasing something negative has a positive impact on a thing

n769
CAUSE

***
burning a living thing usually causes harm to that living thing

n747
CAUSE

***
sharpening an object causes that object to change shape

an object being pushed across another object causes their surfaces to move against each othern749
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
shape is a property of the appearance of an object

(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

n735
CAUSE

***
evaporation causes amount of water to decrease

water vapor cooling causes that water vapor to condense

n737
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER1

***
water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between (373 ; 212 ; 100) and 100000000000 (K ; F ; C)

n739
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease

as the temperature of an object increases , the size of that object will increase

n743
PARTOF

***
length is a part of size

n1048
PROTO-LOCATIONS

***
ice is found in arctic environments

n1045
KINDOF

***
a body of water is a kind of environment

n778
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
shape is a property of an object

conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance)

n781
PROTO-ACTION

***
classifying means grouping (objects ; materials) by their properties

a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)

n980
MADEOF

***
a glacier is made of ice

furniture often is made of wood
objects are made of (materials ; substances ; matter)

n775
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER

***
Matter in the liquid phase has variable shape

n777
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER

***
Matter in the solid phase has definite shape

n751
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
the boiling point of water is (212F ; 100C ; 373K)

n755
SYNONYMY

***
boiling point is the highest temperature a liquid can reach

boiling point means temperature (at which a liquid boils ; above which a liquid boils)

n752
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
carbon dioxide is colorless

n756
SYNONYMY

***
colorless means no color

n1121
PROTO-LOCATIONS

***
natural resources are found in nature

ice is found in arctic environments

n1106
SYNONYMY

***
mL means milliliters

n822
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
cold means low in temperature

n824
CHANGE

***
something in a cold place becomes cold

n835
CAUSE

***
water vapor cooling causes that water vapor to condense

condensing causes a liquid to form

n840
CHANGE-VEC

***
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

condensing is when gasses are cooled below their boiling point

n907
PARTOF

***
the eyes are part of the head used for seeing

n1128
CONTAINS

***
a beach ball contains gas

a balloon contains gas

n790
CONTAINS

***
a body of water contains water

n791
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER1

***
water is in the solid state , called ice , for temperatures between (0 ; -459 ; -273) and (273 ; 32 ; 0) (K ; F ; C)

water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between (373 ; 212 ; 100) and 100000000000 (K ; F ; C)

n815
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the resistance to something increases , how easilty that something can be done will decrease

as the smoothness of something increases , the friction of that something will decrease when its surface moves against another surface
as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase

n817
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the thickness of an object increases , the resistance (to tearing ; to breaking) will increase

as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase
as the smoothness of something increases , the friction of that something will decrease when its surface moves against another surface

n802
PARTOF

***
a surface is a part of an object

a rough surface is a part of sandpaper

n803
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)

n808
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
metal is an (electrical ; electrical energy) conductor

wax is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator
rubber is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) insulator

n809
VEHICLE

***
An electrical conductor is a vehicle for the flow of electricity

n1044
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of natural resource

n810
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

size is a property of objects and includes ordered values of (microscopic ; tiny ; small ; medium ; large)

n812
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a freezer is (cool ; cold) in temperature

a piece of an object is smaller in size than the whole object

n811
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid)

n813
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
different materials usually have different properties

n818
PROTO-ACTION

***
carpet absorbs sound

n820
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
reflecting (light ; sound) is the opposite of absorbing (light ; sound)

n1075
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something does not have to be replaced for a long time then that something will save money

n968
PARTOF

***
legs are usually a part of an animal

eyes are usually part of an animal for seeing

n804
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
the melting point of iron is (2800F ; 1538C ; 1811K)

a desk is usually short (in height ; in width)
the melting point of oxygen is (-361.8F ; -218.8C ; 54.4K)

an insect has six legs

n806
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
the (freezing point of water ; melting point of water) is (32F ; 0C ; 273K)

a desk usually has a length with values between 50 and 250 cm
an insect usually has a small size

the melting point of oxygen is (-361.8F ; -218.8C ; 54.4K)

n867
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
moist means high in moisture
high means great in altitude

n871
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase

as altitude increases , the temperature of the air will decrease

n981
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
ice is cold in temperature

wood is usually sturdy
different materials usually have different properties

n884
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
heaviest means greatest (mass ; weight)

cold means low in temperature
hot means high in (heat energy ; temperature)

n885
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

n887
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER

***
Matter in the solid phase has definite shape

Matter in the liquid phase has definite volume

n852
CAUSE

***
cooking causes a chemical reaction

n856
SYNONYMY

***
baking is similar to cooking

n1109
MAGNETISM

***
iron is always magnetic

n1004
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
distant means great in distance

n971
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
an insect has six legs

n898
MADEOF

***
a thermal conductor is made of materials that conduct thermal energy
a paper clip is often made of (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals)

n902
PROTO-ACTION

***
a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)

a magnet attracts (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals) through magnetism

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

(connection good, specific
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

(connection good, specific
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ SOURCE(6)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

THING(2) ↔ WHAT(4)
ACTION(6) ↔ VERB(3)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ SOURCE(6)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ WHAT(4)

WHAT(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

x (unclear how the wildcard
edges map)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT(4)

THING(2) ↔ SOURCE(6)
THING(2) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ SOURCE(6)

x
THING(2) ↔ SOURCE(6)

THING(2) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

X(4) ↔ WHAT(4)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ WHAT(4)
SCOPE(3) ↔ WHAT(4)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHAT(4)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ WHAT(4)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

needs merging?
HYPONYM(1) ↔ THING(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

needs merging?
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

(Should refactor to point to
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

needs merging?
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

needs merging?
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
SCOPE(3) ↔ SCOPE(3)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ SCOPE(3)

(glass/open container -- bad
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTION(20)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

SCOPE(3) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

needs merging?
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

needs merging?
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

needs merging?
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ADJ/QUANTIFIER(21)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ THING(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

SCOPE(8) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ PATIENT(7)
[FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ SCOPE(12)]

missing links (e.g. solar
energy)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

THING(2) ↔ THING(2)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

SCOPE(11) ↔ SCOPE(27)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

metal spoon/conductor example
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

missing links (e.g. solar
energy)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

THING(2) ↔ THING(2)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

THING(2) ↔ THING(2)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

metal spoon/conductor example
THING(2) ↔ THING(2)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

(related but indirect
semantics)

THING(2) ↔ THING(2)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
X(0) ↔ X(0)
Y(2) ↔ X(4)

x
UNIT(0) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

PROPERTY(5) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

X (instrument) is used to
PROPERTY(5) ↔ PATIENT(7)

(Refactor: These should likely
be X is a source of heat
energy. Alternately, we

should work this through the
synonymy relations (heat means

heat energy)). Source of the
heat energy for Changing

States.
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

Matter in the (phase) has
SCOPE(8) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)

Matter in the (phase) has
HYPONYM(1) ↔ PHASE(1)

Matter in the (phase) has
(definite/variable)

(shape/volume) <-> X is a kind
of (phase) (note, should be

refactored from KINDOF to the
STATESOFMATTER1 table?)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PHASE(1)

(messy edge because of the
WHOLE(5) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
WHOLE(5) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ ACTION(6)
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
PART(1) ↔ THING(2)

PART(1) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
PART(1) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

PATIENT(10) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(1)
DIRECTION(7) ↔ CHANGE1(6)

PATIENT(10) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(10)
DIRECTION(7) ↔ CHANGE2(18)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(1)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ CHANGE2(18)
DIRECTION(7) ↔ CHANGE1(6)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(1)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2)
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11)

An insulator slows transfer
QUANTITY(9) ↔ ACTION(6)
PATIENT(10) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2)
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ SCOPE(10)

(COS) is when (state) is
PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ ACTION(20)

(unclear if this is a good
PATIENT(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ THING(2)

(heating/cooling) means adding
PATIENT(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ X(0)

X is made of Y <-> Y is a
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)
[OBJECT(2) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)]

(rough temperature of
environment)

THING(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
VALUE(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

related, but poor connection?
(small/smaller?)

THING(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)
SCOPE/RELATIVETO(9) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

VALUE(7) ↔ PATIENT(7)

Object has (value) on property
being measured

VALUE(7) ↔ PATIENT(7)

(Should go to only one or the
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ SOURCE(6)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

(rain is a kind of *moving*
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

CLASS(7) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
CLASS(7) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

CLASS(7) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

x
SCOPE(7) ↔ VALUE(3)

SCOPE(7) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)
[OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)]

Insulator/Conductor
(opposites)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

Result of specific COS (e.g.
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

(action) causes X to (change
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

(Change of state) causes a Y
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ INTO(10)

X (e.g. temperature changes)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)

[CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ VERB(5)]

X (sun) is a source of energy
RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(14)

(low quality connection? would
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(14)

(Change of state) means
FROM(8) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

X is a kind of electrical
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2)

Cutting a material requires X
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2)

Building requires measuring
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT(9)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ACTION(6)
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ OBJECT(9)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ACTION(6)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTION(6)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ACTION(6)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTION(6)

Determining/comparing requires
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ACTION(6)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

X is a kind of metal <-> metal
is a (thermal/electrical)
(conductor/insulator)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

X is a kind of material <-> X
is a (thermal/electrical)
(conductor/insulator)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

x
SCOPE(7) ↔ X(4)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ X(0)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(1)

ACTION(9) ↔ Y(6)

(Essentially synonymy //
determining often requires

measuring)
VERB (requires)(5) ↔ VERB (requires)(5)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(6)

x
CHANGE2(18) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
CHANGE2(18) ↔ ACTION(5)

X is made of
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ OBJECT(9)

x
CHANGE2(18) ↔ ACTION(5)
CHANGE1(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ PART(1)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

SCOPE(12) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

X is a kind of Y <-> A is a
HYPONYM(1) ↔ WHOLE(5)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

(heat/heat energy -- non-ideal
connection)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ PATIENT(10)

AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
QUANTITY/MEASURE(1) ↔ X(4)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2)

X is a kind of Y <-> A is a
HYPONYM(1) ↔ WHOLE(5)

X is a kind of Y <-> A is a
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHOLE(5)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(7)

X is a kind of Y <-> A is a
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHOLE(5)

something that causes harm is
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

x
CHANGE2(18) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ PATIENT(7)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ PATIENT(7)
ACTION(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHOLE(5)

x
SCOPE(7) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
SCOPE(12) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)
SCOPE(11) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
ACTION(20) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

(bad link, should be indirect,
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

X contains Y <-> Y is a kind
WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
CHANGE2(18) ↔ ACTION(5)

(causal chain)
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ RESULT_VERB(10)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ PATIENT(7)

ACTION(6) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

ACTION(20) ↔ ADJ(1)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

Phase change effect <-> X is a
VERB(5) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHEN/WHERE(11)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ X(0)

ACTOR/WHO(0) ↔ VALUE(7)

X means change from X to Y <->
ACTOR/WHO(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

heat <-> heat energy (Note,
merge with others, but keep

bad connection profile)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ X(4)

[AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ X(4)]
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ X(0)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ CLASS(7)

Generic "give off" means
VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6) ↔ ACTION(1)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)
[PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ QUANTITY/RANGE(16)]

FROM(8) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
THING(2) ↔ X(0)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ ACTION(5)

(Partial -- also needs receive
AGENT(2) ↔ Y(2)
AGENT(2) ↔ Y(6)

Generic "make/produce"
VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ X(0)

(Duplicate rows)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(6)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(2)

ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(20)

x
WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ SCOPE(3)

(change) means
PATIENT(10) ↔ X(0)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ADJ(5)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

(substance) in (phase) is
HYPONYM(1) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(4)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ HOW(13)

X (increases/decreases) Y <->
DIRECTION(7) ↔ X(0)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ WHEN/WHERE(11)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTION(9)

ADJ(1) ↔ ACTION(1)
ADJ(1) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
X(0) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

Properties of
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ Y(2)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(0)

THING(2) ↔ X(0)

RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
Y(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
Y(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

Y(2) ↔ THING(2)
Y(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ HYPONYM(1)
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ X(0)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ADJ/QUANTITY(8)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
THING(2) ↔ X(4)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(4)
ACTION(20) ↔ X(4)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(6)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(5)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ Y(2)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ Y(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(2)

Adding/reducing <->
DIRECTION(7) ↔ ACTION(5)

(Strong semantics but bad
connection -- should connect

on electricity//electrical
energy)

OBJECT(9) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ VALUES(6)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
THING(2) ↔ X(4)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(4)
ACTION(6) ↔ X(4)

(ChangeOfState, e.g.
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ X(4)

Alternate words for 'changing'
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ACTION(5)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(6)

Alternate words for a state of
VERB(5) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

OBJECT(2) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)
OBJECT(2) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

(ChangeOfState, e.g.
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(4)

(low quality?)
VERB(5) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

Y (colloquial name) is a kind
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

THING(2) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

THING(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

(bad row: synonymy is the
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
Y(2) ↔ THING(2)

x
RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

standalone
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(4)

standalone
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(20)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

X is a kind of Y <-> Y is made
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT(2)

(shortforms should be in unit
HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(4)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ X(0)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ X(4)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

QUANTITY(9) ↔ ACTION(6)
PATIENT(10) ↔ THING(2)

THING(2) ↔ WHAT(4)

x
THING(2) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

PATIENT(10) ↔ X(0)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

(Better connection? there are
THING(2) ↔ PHASE(1)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ PHASE(1)

if/then rule for determining
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)

ACTION(6) ↔ VALUE(3)

x
CHANGE1(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

(causal chain)
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ RESULT_VERB(10)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

matching issues (e.g.
PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ QUANTITY/RANGE(16)

x
CHANGE1(6) ↔ X(0)

x
CHANGE2(18) ↔ ACTION(5)
CHANGE1(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

QUALIFIER(17) ↔ ACTION(5)

(causal chain)
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ RESULT_VERB(10)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

X contains Y <-> A is a kind
WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

(low quality?)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ X(0)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ X(0)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ X(4)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ X(4)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ PATIENT(10)

X contains Y <-> A is a kind
OBJECT/AGENT(1) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

ACTION(0) ↔ ACTION(6)

X is a kind of property <->
HYPONYM(1) ↔ PROPERTY(5)

Object grounding
SOURCE(6) ↔ PATIENT(7)

DESTINATION(8) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
ADJ/QUANTIFIER(21) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ DEFINITION_NAME(0)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ ADJ(5)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ ACTION(9)

(indirect connection, but
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

Phase changes do not change
WHAT(6) ↔ X(0)

X changes an object's shape
WHAT(6) ↔ X(0)

ACTOR/WHO(3) ↔ Y(2)
WHAT(6) ↔ Y(2)

(useful edge, but bad
PATIENT(10) ↔ WHAT(4)
QUANTITY(9) ↔ VERB(3)

Change of state means
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ X(0)

x
Y(2) ↔ X(0)

(Change of state) means
changing from X to Y by

adding/removing heat energy
<-> temperature is a measure

of heat energy
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

X(0) ↔ X(4)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

X means changing X into Z <->
[PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ X(0)]

FROM(8) ↔ ACTION(5)
[PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ ACTION(5)]

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT(2)

X is a kind of Y <-> A is made
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

x
X(0) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

Y(2) ↔ THING(2)
Y(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

VALUES(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ Y(6)

Add/reduce <->
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ ACTION(1)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ Y(2)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(6)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING(2)
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(6)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ SCOPE(3)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

X (colloquial name) is a kind
HYPONYM(1) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(6)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTION(1)

heat energy <-> thermal energy
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ ACTION(1)

Add/reduce <->
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING(2)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

X is a kind of Y <-> X is made
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT(2)

(Change of state) from X to Y
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)

FROM(8) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(4)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

(not clear if the semantics
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING(2)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

heat <-> heat energy (Note,
merge with others, but keep

bad connection profile)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ X(0)

Different words for instrument
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

x
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ X(0)

x
WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ THING(2)

WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ ACTION(20)

x
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ X(0)

(substance) is a kind of X <->
HYPONYM(1) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

(Change of state) is when a
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ DIRECTION(7)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ PATIENT(10)

(standalone?)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(4)

(low quality?)
FROM(8) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
SCOPE(7) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ THING(2)

WHEN/WHERE(11) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

INTO(10) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
Y(2) ↔ THING(2)

Y(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
X(0) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

X means change from X to Y <->
INTO(10) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTION(5)

(These should not be synonymy
FROM(8) ↔ X(4)

X means change from X to Y <->
ACTOR/WHO(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

words for observe
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ACTION(1)

X means change from X ito Y
ACTOR/WHO(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

WHAT(6) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ Y(2)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ Y(6)

(should be in
HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(4)

Phase change <-> X is kind of
FROM(8) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
INTO(10) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

standalone?
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(0)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ X(4)

x
ACTION(6) ↔ X(0)

x
ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ Y(2)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ Y(6)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(5)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(6)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ Y(2)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ Y(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ Y(2)

Taxonomic Traversal
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

X is an instrument for
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ THING(2)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

Sometimes it's important to
HYPONYM(1) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ OBJECT(2)

PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT(2)

(highly specific -- connection
VERB(2) ↔ ACTION(20)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
POSITIVE/NEGATIVE(6) ↔ X(0)

x
POSITIVE/NEGATIVE(6) ↔ X(4)

x
ACTOR/THING(2) ↔ PART(1)

FOR/PURPOSE(9) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(7)

THING(0) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

(heat//heat energy connection
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ VERB(3)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ WHAT(5)

PATIENT(10) ↔ WHAT(4)

Example of a specific change
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

unit/short form conversion
X(0) ↔ ABBREVIATION(2)

X(4) ↔ UNIT(0)

X contains Y <-> X has
OBJECT/AGENT(1) ↔ OBJECT(1)

X contains (state of matter)
<-> Matter in the (state of

matter) phase has
(definite/variable)
(shape/volume)

WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ PHASE(1)

x
QUANTITY/MEASURE(1) ↔ X(0)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ Y(2)

x
QUANTITY/MEASURE(10) ↔ MEASURE(0)

An example of collecting data
is (measuring) <-> X is used

to (measure) Y
VERB(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

(object) is a kind of X <->
HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT(2)(object) is hard/soft <->

HYPONYM(1) ↔ HARD/SOFT(5)

(Expand/Contract) is a change
in volume <-> Expand/Contract

are opposites
HYPONYM(1) ↔ VERB(3)

X is a kind of Y <-> X
produces Z

HYPONYM(1) ↔ AGENT(2)

X is a kind of Y for Z <-> A
produces B for Z

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(13)

MadeOf Chaining (high
confidence rule)

OBJECT(2) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

X is made out of Y <-> Y is
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ MATERIAL(0)

x
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ X(0)
[ISMADEOF(6) ↔ X(4)]

x
OBJECT(2) ↔ WHAT(4)

MAGNETIC/NONMAGNETIC/FERROMAGNETIC(3) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

x
MAGNETIC/NONMAGNETIC/FERROMAGNETIC(3) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

X is a part of Y <-> Y is a
part of Z (PartOf chaining)

PART(1) ↔ WHOLE(5)

X is a part of Y (specific), X
is a part of Z (more generic)

PART(1) ↔ PART(1)

(low quality edge?)
WHOLE(5) ↔ LOCATION(4)

x
WHOLE(5) ↔ AGENT(2)

core
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ X(0)

x
AGENT(4) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

x
OBJECT/AGENT(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(5)

x
MEASURE(0) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

x
QUANTITY/ADJ(2) ↔ ACTION(6)

x
THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ VALUE(3)

x
THING/PROPERTY(1) ↔ ADJ(1)

THING/PROPERTY(1) ↔ VALUE(7)

x
THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ OBJECT(9)
THING/PROPERTY(1) ↔ SCOPE(10)

(Abstract to environments <->
temperatures? (e.g. a freezer

environment is usually between
X and Y degrees?)

VALUE(7) ↔ SOURCE(6)
ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ LINKING(15)

Materials have properties
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ THING(2)

x (Note, should also link to
UNIT/PROPERTIES-GENERIC?)

THING(0) ↔ PATIENT(7)

How temperature is measured.
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ MEASURE(0)

(equating size/volume and
amount is likely not general)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ X(4)

(low quality edge? or specific
table for X has (count) Y?)
PART(1) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

x
ATTRIBUTE(3) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

X is a natural resource <->
natural resources are found in

nature
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING/PROCESS(2)

x
SCOPE(19) ↔ THING(2)

SCOPE(19) ↔ ACTION(6)
SCOPE(19) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

SCOPE(19) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT(4)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ AGENT(4)
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ VERB(5)

ACTOR/WHO(0) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ PROCESS_NAME(0)
OBJECT/AGENT(0) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
OBJECT/AGENT(0) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

X (common object) usually has
ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ PROPERTY(5)
UNITS(14) ↔ ABBREVIATION(2)

x
ADJ/QUANTITY(8) ↔ VALUE(7)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING(2)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ OBJECT(9)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ OBJECT(9)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ THING(2)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ THING(2)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

(Change of state) means
INTO(10) ↔ PHASE(1)

x
THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ X(4)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

X makes Y (modifier, e.g.
ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(6)

X requires adding heat <->
DIRECTION(7) ↔ ACTION(6)
PATIENT(10) ↔ OBJECT(9)

x
ADJ(5) ↔ X(4)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
SCOPE(7) ↔ X(0)

x
SCOPE(8) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x (note: some inconsistency in
connections as some rows have

arithmetic in them, with
knowledge placed in different

columns)
QUANTITY/ADJ(2) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

ATTRIBUTE(3) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ THING(2)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
SCOPE(16) ↔ ACTION(20)

x
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(20)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
SCOPE(16) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(10)

x (merge these two
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6)

x (Parallel structure with
other row -- note missing

'property' link)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ ADJ(6)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ CLASS(7)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ ADJ(6)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ MATERIAL(0)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ MATERIAL(0)

needs merging?
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ ACTION(9)

x
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
WHOLE(5) ↔ X(0)

X(0) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)
VALUES(6) ↔ VALUE(3)

PART(1) ↔ Y(2)
WHOLE(5) ↔ Y(2)

(should this edge connect in
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(14)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)

issue -- cooling row in 840
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ PATIENT(10)

RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

(Better way of representing
this bidirectional

relationship?)
Increase/decrease are

opposites
DIRECTION(7) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

Insulator/conductor are
opposites

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

x
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(20)

x
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(20)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ THING(2)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ ACTION(20)

cool/heat are opposites
PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

X contains Y <-> Y is in the
WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)

(low quality/likely not strong
CHANGE1(6) ↔ CHANGE2(18)

QUANTITY/MEASURE(10) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(10)

x
QUANTITY/MEASURE(1) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(10)

CHANGE1(6) ↔ CHANGE2(18)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

ACTION(9) ↔ VERB(0)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ VERB(3)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

Standalone -- One item having
multiple properties

THING(2) ↔ THING(2)

x
CHANGE2(18) ↔ VERB(3)

increase/decrease (opposites)
CHANGE1(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)
CHANGE2(18) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

increase/decrease (opposites)
CHANGE1(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
CHANGE2(18) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

increase/decrease (opposites)
CHANGE1(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

core (TODO: should match full
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

x
X(0) ↔ MEASURE(0)
X(0) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

Different materials have
Y(2) ↔ THING(2)

Instance X has property/value
X(0) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

VALUES(6) ↔ VALUE(7)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ WHOLE(5)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ WHOLE(5)

SCOPE(12) ↔ WHOLE(5)

(break apart?)
QUANTITY/MEASURE(10) ↔ WHOLE(5)

(very similar to above edge,
SCOPE(19) ↔ PART(1)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ PART(1)

x
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ Y(2)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ Y(2)
RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ X(0)

(is this a meaningful link, or
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ Y(2)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ Y(2)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ X(0)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ Y(2)

x
VALUES(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

X(0) ↔ HOW(13)

Generic "properties are used
Y(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

PATIENT(10) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

X means changing heat <-> A is
a source of heat

PATIENT(10) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

COS is when (state) is heated
<-> X is a source of heat

DIRECTION(7) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

(Connection should be to
conductor/insulator properties

table)
CLASS(7) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

x
VERB(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

X causes (harm) <-> (harm) has
VERB(2) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

Dual properties (shape/volume)
PHASE(1) ↔ PHASE(1)

CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ FORM NAME(5)
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

(rough connection?
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

x
THING(2) ↔ X(4)

VALUE(7) ↔ X(0)

ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ Y(2)
ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ Y(6)

MAGNETIC/NONMAGNETIC/FERROMAGNETIC(3) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

X(4) ↔ ACTION(5)

(TODO: make robust to
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ THING(2)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ THING(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

(TODO: make robust to
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ THING(2)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ THING(2)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

Distance is how far an object
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT(4)

(mixed bag of connections,
since encoding the knowledge

in the tablestore may have
been a little inconsistent)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ QUANTITY/ADJ(2)
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

x
X(0) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

x
ACTION(5) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
ACTION(5) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
ACTION(5) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
X(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

OBJECT(9) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
OBJECT(9) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

MATERIAL(0) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
MAGNETIC/NONMAGNETIC/FERROMAGNETIC(3) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
X(4) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

X(0) ↔ WHAT(4)

x
ACTION(5) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

ACTION(5) ↔ VERB(3)
Y(6) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ WHAT(4)

THING(0) ↔ X(4)

x
VALUE(2) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
VALUE(2) ↔ X(4)

x
ACTION(5) ↔ VERB(3)

x
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ OBJECT(9)

x
VALUE(2) ↔ X(0)

(Should be one edge or the
WHOLE(5) ↔ SOURCE(6)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ SOURCE(6)
WHOLE(5) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

x
OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

FOR/PURPOSE(8) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ X(0)

x
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ X(4)

X(0) ↔ PATIENT(7)

heat/heat energy synonymy
BY/THROUGH/HOW(11) ↔ X(4)

x
VERB(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

AGENT/OBJECT(5) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
ACTOR/THING(2) ↔ X(0)

PROPERTY/OBJECT(3) ↔ Y(2)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(11) ↔ Y(2)

SCOPE(10) ↔ X(0)
SCOPE(10) ↔ X(4)

(generic requires <->
VERB (requires)(5) ↔ ACTION(1)

(generic requires <-> to be
VERB (requires)(5) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ VERB(5)

(essentially duplicate rows in
ACTOR/THING(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
FOR/PURPOSE(9) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

VERB(6) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)
PATIENT(7) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(9) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
OBJECT(9) ↔ X(0)

x
OBJECT(9) ↔ X(4)

x
WHOLE(5) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

PART(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

PATIENT(9) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

x
BY/THROUGH/HOW(11) ↔ ACTION(1)

x
VERB(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
VERB(6) ↔ ACTION(5)

X is used for Y by
PATIENT(10) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)

x
OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(5)

Materials have properties
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ THING(2)

Matter has more than one
Y(2) ↔ Y(2)

(Should be a different/tighter
FROM(8) ↔ AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2)
FROM(8) ↔ AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11)

x
VALUE(3) ↔ X(0)

X(0) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(4)

x
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ ACTION(5)

(Phase change points should be
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ THING(2)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ X(0)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(8) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(13)

Changing something into pieces
FROM(8) ↔ SCOPE/RELATIVETO(9)

INTO(10) ↔ THING(2)

x
ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ AGENT(2)

x
ATTRIBUTE(8) ↔ NAME(9)

x
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ X(0)

THING(0) ↔ VALUES(6)

x
SCOPE(7) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ X(0)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(1)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ACTION(6)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ OBJECT(9)

x
X(0) ↔ LINKING(15)

Y(2) ↔ WHAT(4)
Y(2) ↔ LINKING(15)

VALUES(6) ↔ SOURCE(6)
VALUES(6) ↔ DESTINATION(8)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)
PATIENT(10) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

x
CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ACTION(6)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ OBJECT(9)

x (merge these two
ACTION(9) ↔ VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6)

(heating/cooling) means
PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x (Parallel structure with
other row -- note missing

'property' link)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ ADJ(6)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ CLASS(7)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ VERB(5)

(non-ideal edge: heat//heat
energy)

ATTRIBUTE(3) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ VERB(5)
DIRECTION(7) ↔ VERB(5)

(needs better connection:
heated/heat energy). How heat

is measured.
PATIENT(10) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

(Connection should be on
MATERIAL NAME(0) ↔ X(4)

x
PART(1) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ WHAT(5)

AGENT(2) ↔ NAME(9)

SourceOf chaining (through
AGENT(2) ↔ NAME(9)

WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

(utility of this edge?)
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ AGENT(2)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

Opposites (hot/cold)
VALUES(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
VALUES(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(4)

(heat/heat energy?). Is this
edge meaningful, or should
this relationship be indirect?

X(0) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

(opposite relationship --
delete? or perhaps interesting
example of parallel structures
for opposites/comparisons)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ WHEN/WHERE(11)

x
ACTION(9) ↔ MEASURE(0)

ACTION(9) ↔ ACTION(5)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ X(4)

(change) means
PATIENT(10) ↔ X(0)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)
ACTION(20) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

VERB (requires)(5) ↔ VERB (requires)(5)

x
ACTION(6) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

PART(1) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)
WHOLE(5) ↔ PATIENT(7)

FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

X(0) ↔ WHAT(4)

THING(0) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0)
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(3)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ PATIENT(10)

Ground the thing being changed
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ PATIENT(10)

see (small) things <->
VALUE(2) ↔ ACTION(6)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

[ACTION(14) ↔ ACTION(9)]

x
QUANTITY/MEASURE(10) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

SCOPE(12) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
QUANTITY/MEASURE(10) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)

SCOPE(19) ↔ WHEN/WHERE(11)

x
OBJECT(2) ↔ Y(2)

Good link, but bad semantics
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ Y(2)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ Y(2)

x
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ VALUES(6)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ INSTANCE(2)

X is a kind of element <-> an
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ INSTANCE(2)

X is a kind of alloy <-> an
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ INSTANCE(2)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ CLASS(7)

*needs merging*, major merge
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

x
OBJECT(2) ↔ THING(2)

OBJECT(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ THING(2)

x
OBJECT(2) ↔ THING(2)

OBJECT(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(13) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

WHAT IT PROVIDES(7) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)
AGENT(2) ↔ SCOPE(12)

x (needs
electricity/electrical energy

connection)

x
ATTRIBUTE(3) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
ATTRIBUTE(3) ↔ X(4)

x
RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

x
CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT(2)

(semantically valid but
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ AGENT(2)

CONDITION_VERB(3) ↔ ADJ(1)
SCOPE(16) ↔ AGENT(2)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ NAME(9)

phase change point <-> X is a
PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION(0) ↔ HYPONYM(1)

[QUANTITY/RANGE(16) ↔ HYPONYM(1)]

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)

boiling/drying means volume of
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ HYPERNYM(4)
[AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ HYPONYM(1)]

an X (thermal/electrical)
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3)

(Good link but bad connection)
PATIENT(10) ↔ X(0)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ X(0)

(Could be a link here, but it
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)

(move this from PROTO-ACTION
QUALIFIER (rarely/sometimes/usually/always)(7) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
ACTION(5) ↔ LINKING(15)

x
ACTION(1) ↔ VERB(3)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT(4) Y(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)
Y(6) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

x
ACTION(20) ↔ ADJ(1)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ AGENT(2)

PATIENT(10) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ AGENT(2)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

x
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

x
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ ADJ(1)
ADJ/QUANTITY(8) ↔ VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6)

x
OBJECT(9) ↔ PATIENT(7)

x
OBJECT(9) ↔ PATIENT(7)

ACTION(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
ACTION(6) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

x
ACTION(0) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE(6)

OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2) ↔ PATIENT(7)
OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(11)

OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)x
OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

(better table?)
SCOPE(8) ↔ THING(2)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(8)

Solid semantics, but
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ X(4)

Electricity/Electrical Energy
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ X(4)

Heat Energy/Thermal Energy
KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ X(4)

CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ X(0)
CONDUCTOR/INSULATOR(3) ↔ X(4)

(needs work -- should be
tearing is a physical change)

INTO(10) ↔ THING(2)
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ ACTION(6)

INTO(10) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

(needs work -- should be
VERB(5) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

not connected, but related --
indirect connection (should
be, e.g. tearing is a kind of

physical change)
VERB(5) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

(specific)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ ACTION(6)

FROM(8) ↔ THING(2)
FROM(8) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

(Poor quality link? but
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

[AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ X(4)]
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ X(0)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ X(0)

X is a kind of Y <-> A is made
HYPONYM(1) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

(Property grounding) X is a
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ THING(2)

(Property grounding) X is a
HYPONYM(1) ↔ THING(2)

C is for observing small
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ VALUE(7)

x
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ MEASURE(0)

(utility of this edge?)
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2)

x
OBJECT/PROPERTY(3) ↔ POSITIVE/NEGATIVE(6)

(needs better connection:
heated/heat energy). How heat

is measured.
DIRECTION(7) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ QUANTITY/MEASURE(1)

x
THING(0) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

(negation -- needs work)
FOR/PURPOSE(7) ↔ ACTION(5)

FORM NAME(5) ↔ X(4)

X is a kind of Y <-> Y is
HYPONYM(1) ↔ MATERIAL(0)

x
WHOLE(5) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

PART(1) ↔ WHEN/WHERE(11)

(Connection should be to
[CLASS(7) ↔ X(4)]
CLASS(7) ↔ X(0)

x
LOCATION(4) ↔ X(0)

X means (high/low) temperature
THING(0) ↔ QUANTIFIER/SCOPE(4)

THING(0) ↔ WHAT(6)

x
ISMADEOF(6) ↔ THING(2)

[X(0) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)]
X(4) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(2)

[X(0) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)]
X(4) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

(low quality edge, but useful
connection? should be a TIME

table?)
HYPONYM(1) ↔ SCOPE(11)

Alternate heat source for
BY/THROUGH/HOW(14) ↔ WHAT(4)

(Connection should be to
CLASS(7) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2)

CLASS(7) ↔ SCOPE(10)

x
OBJECT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

DIRECTION(7) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

(indirect semantics?)
AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ THING(2)

AGENT/OBJECT(6) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ THING(2)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

x
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ X(4)

object grounding
HYPONYM(1) ↔ DEFINITION_NAME(0)

specific
AGENT(2) ↔ ACTION(1)
NAME(9) ↔ ACTION(5)

x
HYPONYM(1) ↔ X(0)

x
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ ACTION(9)

CONDITION_AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ ADJ(5)
CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ ADJ(5)

RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(6)
RESULT_PATIENT(11) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

x
AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES(9)

x
X(0) ↔ X(0)

X is a kindof unit for
HYPONYM(1) ↔ UNIT(0)

FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ PROPERTY(5)

An X is an instrument for
FOR/PURPOSE(6) ↔ PROPERTY(5)

HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
HYPERNYM(4) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ X(4)

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT(0)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ WHAT(4)
OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ BY/THROUGH/HOW(12)

ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

X is a kindof property of
matter <-> Y is a unit for

measuring X, generally between
A and B

X(0) ↔ PROPERTY(5)

x
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

x
THING/PROCESS(2) ↔ AGENT(2)

x
MEASURE(0) ↔ LINKING(15)

x
THING/PROPERTY(4) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

grounding properties
FORM NAME(5) ↔ THING(2)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ FLEXIBLE;RIGID(5)

spatial grounding
OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ TYPE OF SUBDIVISION(4)

x
VALUES(6) ↔ VERB(5)

x
AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ ISMADEOF(6)

x
CHANGE1(6) ↔ LOCATION(4)

KIND OF CONDUCTIVITY(2) ↔ ATTRIBUTE(3)

Would need more connections
(e.g. source of, and light --

although light might be
indirect, e.g. sunlight is a

kind of light)
QUANTITY/MEASURE(1) ↔ VERB (sourceof, provide, etc)(6)

An example of X is Y <-> X
requires A

AGENT/OBJECT(2) ↔ OBJECT/AGENT/PROCESS(2)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ OBJECT(2)

x
OBJECT(2) ↔ CLASS(7)

X is made out of (common name)
<-> (substance) is in (state)
called (common name) for
temperatures between A/B

ISMADEOF(6) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

MAGNETIC/NONMAGNETIC/FERROMAGNETIC(3) ↔ VALUES(6)

x
PART(1) ↔ SCOPE(8)

x
FOR/PURPOSE(8) ↔ ACTION(0)

BY/THROUGH/HOW(11) ↔ WHAT(4)

x
PATIENT(15) ↔ PHASE(1)

x
THING/PROCESS(2) ↔ FORM NAME(5)

(Should be in
conductor/insulator properties

table)
CLASS(7) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

An example of X is Y through Z
<-> the A is a source of Z

BY/THROUGH/HOW(11) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES(7)

x
PROPERTY(0) ↔ MEASURE(0)

HYPONYM(1) ↔ THING(2)

x
OBJECT/AGENT(0) ↔ MATERIAL NAME(0)

Grounding
ADJ/QUANTITY(1) ↔ FLEXIBLE;RIGID(5)

Specific kinds of measurements
VERB(6) ↔ QUANTITY/ADJ(2)

X is part of Y <-> X is made
of Z (A part is made out

of...)
OBJECT(2) ↔ PART(1)

(low quality row? should be in
different table? 'appearance

is sometimes a physical
property')

Y(2) ↔ INSTANCE(2)

X contains Y (SOM) <-> As A
WHAT IT CONTAINS(5) ↔ PATIENT(15)

COS is when (state) is
heated/cooled above/below
phase transition point <->

(substance) is in the (state)
state of matter called X

between temperatures Y and Z
AGENT/OBJECT(3) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2)

(changed/unchanged) opposites
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)
ACTOR/WHO(2) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

WHAT(4) ↔ WHAT(5)
BY/THROUGH/HOW(12) ↔ ACTOR/WHO(1)

x
RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT(2)

(Infrequent) affordance --
INTO(10) ↔ SCOPE(7)

(infrequent) How dew forms
PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ VERB(5)

(utility?)
VERB(5) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

(is the semantics here direct
or indirect? I think

indirect)
RESULT_VERB(10) ↔ ACTION(14)

needs merging? (note,
alternate table for 'length is

a part of size'?)
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ PART(1)

(unclear that this is a
VERB(2) ↔ DIRECTION(7)

non-ideal connection
(water//amount of water), but

highly relevant
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ RESULT_AGENT(9)

(meaningful?)
ATTRIBUTE(4) ↔ ACTION(9)

increase/decrease (opposites)
VALUE(2) ↔ THING/PROPERTY(1)

x
THING(0) ↔ VALUE(7)

THING(2) ↔ PROPERTY/SCOPE(17)

x
ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)

ADJ/QUANTITY(8) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
ADJ/QUANTITY(8) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

(related but indirect
semantics)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)
THING(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)

(missing: touches)
ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

(heat/heat energy -- non-ideal
link)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
THING(2) ↔ THING(2)

THING(2) ↔ PROPERTY/SCOPE(17)
ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(6)

PROPERTY/SCOPE(17) ↔ PROPERTY/SCOPE(17)

THING(2) ↔ OBJECT/PATIENT(9)
THING(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

(missing: touches)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)
THING(2) ↔ THING(2)

THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ACTION(6) ↔ ACTION(20)
OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

THING(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)
ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(22)

THING(2) ↔ THING(2)
THING(2) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)

ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16) ↔ ACTOR/AGENT/PROCESS(16)
THING(2) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ OBJECT/PROPERTY(10)

n1755
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change

n1696
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something undergoes physical change then the chemical properties of that something will remain unchanged

n1714
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

n11
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source

n69
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

n1415
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal

n1733
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets

n1686
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a hot (object ; substance) is (exposed to ; touches) a cold (object ; substance) then (that object ; that substance) will likely cool

n1687
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is dropped into a container of something else then that something is touching that something else

n7
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

n1760
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food

n1772
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture)

n1774
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot

n1405
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is made of (something ; a material) then that something contains (that something ; that material)

n1758
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is outside during the day then that something will receive sunlight

n1770
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy

n1786
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something lasts longer then that something will not have to be replaced for a long time

n1784
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something does not have to be replaced for a long time then that something will save money

n1782
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature

n1583
KINDOF

***
a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects

a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)
a thermometer is a kind of instrument for measuring temperature

a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time
a ruler is a kind of tool for measuring length

binoculars are a kind of instrument for observing distant objects
a tape measure is a kind of tool for (measuring distance ; measuring length)
a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight)

a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things
a compass is a kind of object
a calculator is a kind of tool

n1667
USEDFOR

***
a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object)

a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length)
a thermometer is used to measure temperature

a stopwatch is used to measure time
a ruler is used for measuring the length of an object

binoculars are used for observing distant objects
a tape measure is used to measure (length ; distance)

a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance)
magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

a compass is used for determining direction
a calculator is used for (adding ; subtracting ; multiplying ; dividing)

a compass is used to navigate (oceans ; seas)
a scale is used for measuring weight

n1580
KINDOF

***
a centimeter is a kind of unit of measurement
seconds are a kind of unit for measuring time

milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids
a gram is a kind of unit for measuring mass

a meter is a kind of unit for (measuring distance ; measuring length)

n1669
USEDFOR

***
a centimeter is used for measuring (short lengths ; short distances)

(meters ; centimeters ; kilometers) are used to (describe distance ; describe length)
seconds are used to measure time

n18
KINDOF

***
measuring is a kind of observing

n616
KINDOF

***
weight is a kind of property

n20
KINDOF

***
a pan is a kind of object

n29
USEDFOR

***
a handle is used for holding an object

n1386
KINDOF

***
a sleeping bag is a kind of product

n1387
USEDFOR

***
materials are used for making products by manufacturers

n21
KINDOF

***
a living thing is a kind of object

a piece of something is a kind of object
a coin is a kind of object

marble is a kind of (object ; material)
a rock is a kind of object
water is a kind of liquid

n1389
KINDOF

***
an electric toothbrush is a kind of electric device

n31
USEDFOR

***
electrical devices are used for (industrial purposes ; household purposes) by humans

n1388
KINDOF

***
down feathers are a kind of material

n23
KINDOF

***
a human is a kind of animal
an insect is a kind of animal

n1664
USEDFOR

***
eyes are used for seeing by animals by sensing light

n1390
USEDFOR

***
electricity is used as an energy source by electrical devices

n24
KINDOF

***
how long something takes is a kind of measurement of time

n34
KINDOF

***
a spoon is a kind of object

n106
KINDOF

***
a change is a kind of event

n1441
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an event occurs by adding something then that event requires that something

n1438
KINDOF

***
soup is a kind of food

n1436
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

n1434
KINDOF

***
a balloon is a kind of object

n1762
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen

n1433
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a liquid disappears then that liquid probably evaporated

n1430
KINDOF

***
air is a kind of gas

n1431
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if gas is heated then that gas will (expand ; rise)

n1571
KINDOF

***
a human is a kind of animal

n1613
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when an animal eats or drinks something , that animal tastes that something

n1354
KINDOF

***
a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)

n1424
KINDOF

***
a nail is a kind of object

a container is a kind of object
a spoon is a kind of object
a fork is a kind of object

a paper clip is a kind of object
a block is a kind of object

a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)
a prong is a kind of object

n1793
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material

n1422
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of substance

an ice cube is a kind of object

n1420
KINDOF

***
a spoon is a kind of object

a container is a kind of object
a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)

butter is a kind of substance

n1650
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

n35
KINDOF

***
material composition is a kind of chemical property

n1395
KINDOF

***
a human is a kind of animal

n77
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if electricity (flows through ; is transferred through) the body of an animal then that animal is electrocuted

n1393
KINDOF

***
a living thing is a kind of object

n1510
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn

n36
KINDOF

***
taste is a kind of sense

n1406
KINDOF

***
sunlight is a kind of solar energy

solar energy is a kind of heat energy
sunlight is a kind of light

n1398
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

n39
KINDOF

***
glass is a kind of open container

n1780
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when a gas in an open container (evaporates ; boils) , that gas spreads out into the air

n40
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid
soup is a kind of liquid

gas is a kind of substance
water is a kind of substance

a body of water is a kind of environment
water is a kind of natural resource

n1416
KINDOF

***
a pan is a kind of object

a living thing is a kind of object

n1417
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

n1360
KINDOF

***
iron is a kind of metal

n1585
KINDOF

***
magnetism is a kind of physical property
conductivity is a kind of physical property

state of matter at room temperature is a kind of physical property

n1747
KINDOF

***
sunlight is a kind of solar energy

n1591
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

wood is a kind of natural material

n41
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of organism

n1408
KINDOF

***
a container is a kind of object

n1581
KINDOF

***
liquid is a kind of state of matter
solid is a kind of state of matter
gas is a kind of state of matter

n55
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of living thing

metal is a kind of material
gas is a kind of substance

a beverage is a kind of food
water is a kind of liquid

a coin is a kind of object
precipitation is a kind of natural (occurrence ; cause)

liquid is a kind of state of matter
elements are a kind of substance

an insect is a kind of animal
solid is a kind of state of matter

a tool is a kind of object
a living thing is a kind of object
a plant is a kind of living thing

a bird is a kind of animal
a process is a kind of event

a fruit is a kind of object
an animal is a kind of organism

a human is a kind of animal
state of matter at room temperature is a kind of physical property

quail are a kind of bird
a tree is a kind of plant

a container is a kind of object

n62
KINDOF

***
a bird is a kind of animal
copper is a kind of metal

iron is a kind of metal
air is a kind of gas

tea is a kind of beverage
a puddle is a kind of body of water

a dime is a kind of coin
rain is a kind of precipitation

water is a kind of liquid
oxygen is a kind of element

iron is a kind of element
an ant is a kind of insect

an ice cube is a kind of solid
a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance)

a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time
a calculator is a kind of tool

a plant is a kind of living thing
a tree is a kind of plant
quail are a kind of bird

aluminum is a kind of metal
melting is a kind of process

a butterfly is a kind of animal
gold is a kind of solid

an apple is a kind of fruit
a human is a kind of animal
a student is a kind of human

iron is a kind of solid
solid is a kind of state of matter
valley quail are a kind of quail

a redwood tree is a kind of tree
an animal is a kind of living thing

an insect is a kind of animal
a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)

n56
KINDOF

***
paper is a kind of material

water is a kind of natural resource
soup is a kind of liquid

butter is a kind of substance
rain is a kind of water

water is a kind of liquid
ice is a kind of solid

an ice cube is a kind of solid
iron is a kind of solid

n63
KINDOF

***
a paper is a kind of object

water is a kind of substance
soup is a kind of food

butter is a kind of solid below 32 degrees celsius
rain is a kind of precipitation

water is a kind of matter
ice is a kind of food

an ice cube is a kind of object
iron is a kind of metal

water is a kind of liquid

n1353
KINDOF

***
ice is a kind of food

n78
SYNONYMY

***
to add means to increase

to reduce means to decrease

n1663
SYNONYMY

***
visible means able to be seen

n1764
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a container contains something then that container touches that something

n1765
SYNONYMY

***
being (on something ; placed in something ; placed over something) means touching that something

n1766
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape

n1767
SYNONYMY

***
variable means able to change

n1769
SYNONYMY

***
receiving sunlight is synonymous with absorbing sunlight

to receive sunlight means to absorb sunlight

n83
SYNONYMY

***
being (on something ; placed in something ; placed over something) means touching that something

n1775
SYNONYMY

***
to get hot means become hot

n1776
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an event occurs by adding something then that event requires that something

n1777
SYNONYMY

***
(to depend on ; to rely on ; to need) means to require

n1778
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is definite in shape then that something will not change shape easily

n1779
SYNONYMY

***
staying means not changing

n1781
SYNONYMY

***
expand means spread out

n1783
SYNONYMY

***
adding heat means increasing temperature

n1740
SYNONYMY

***
heat means heat energy

n678
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material

n80
SYNONYMY

***
a property of something is a feature of that something

n1643
SYNONYMY

***
being in the sun is synonymous with being in the sunlight

n87
SYNONYMY

***
disappeared is similar to gone

n88
SYNONYMY

***
sunshine means sunlight

n89
SYNONYMY

***
heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy

n1787
SYNONYMY

***
replacement means something that is replaced

n1761
SYNONYMY

***
heat means heat energy

n90
SYNONYMY

***
to get hot means become hot

n1794
SYNONYMY

***
an object is an item

n91
SYNONYMY

***
electricity means electrical energy

n434
CHANGE

***
a phase change is when (matter ; a substance) changes from one state into another state

n109
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of substance

n1272
CHANGE

***
tearing an object changes that object 's shape
tearing means changing a whole into pieces

n1485
KINDOF

***
a pencil is a kind of object
a paper is a kind of object
a ball is a kind of object

railroad tracks are a kind of object
a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

carpet is a kind of material

n1284
CHANGE

***
phase changes do not change mass

n1277
KINDOF

***
melting is a kind of phase change

n1741
CHANGE

***
melting means changing from a solid into a liquid by adding heat energy

(boiling ; evaporation) means change from a liquid into a gas by adding heat energy
freezing means changing from a liquid into a solid by reducing heat energy

condensing means changing from a gas into a liquid by reducing heat energy

n104
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

ice is a kind of solid
dew is a kind of liquid

n108
KINDOF

***
melting is a kind of phase change

n655
KINDOF

***
condensing is a kind of process
evaporation is a kind of process

melting is a kind of process

n1275
KINDOF

***
adding something is a kind of change

reducing is a kind of change

n1569
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

an ice cube is a kind of solid
ice is a kind of solid

ice cream is a kind of solid
juice is a kind of liquid

butter is a kind of solid below 32 degrees celsius
gold is a kind of solid
dew is a kind of liquid

air is a kind of gas
an eraser is a kind of solid

n1598
PROTO-ACTION

***
friction acts to counter the motion of two objects when their surfaces are touching

n118
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if one surface is (moved against ; moved over ; moved down) another surface then those surfaces are touching

n119
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm)

n1603
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something

n112
PROTO-ACTION

***
humans drink beverages

n1752
PROTO-ACTION

***
a magnet attracts (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals) through magnetism

n1610
PROTO-ACTION

***
a source of something (emits ; produces ; generates) that something

n1614
PROTO-ACTION

***
a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)

n1606
PROTO-ACTION

***
shiny (things ; objects) reflect light

n1612
PROTO-ACTION

***
animals taste flavors

n1618
PROTO-ACTION

***
matter with variable volume and shape (assumes ; expands to fill ; takes) the shape and size of its entire container

n1742
SYNONYMY

***
heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy

n135
SYNONYMY

***
tearing means ripping

n150
SYNONYMY

***
boiling point means temperature (at which a liquid boils ; above which a liquid boils)

boiling point is the highest temperature a liquid can reach
freezing point means temperature (at which a liquid freezes ; below which a liquid freezes)

n137
SYNONYMY

***
moisture means (liquid ; liquid water)

n138
SYNONYMY

***
becoming is similar to changing

staying means not changing
to turn means to change

stay the same means not changing

n139
SYNONYMY

***
transferring is similar to adding

n140
KINDOF

***
soft is a kind of touch sensation

n149
SYNONYMY

***
touching something means feeling that something

n1565
KINDOF

***
contract is a kind of change in volume
expand is a kind of change in volume

n151
SYNONYMY

***
(a hand lens ; a magnifying lens) is synonymous with a magnifying glass

n1567
KINDOF

***
color is a kind of (physical ; visual) property

n756
SYNONYMY

***
colorless means no color

n1570
SYNONYMY

***
ice crystals means ice

n1577
KINDOF

***
a human is a kind of animal

n1590
SYNONYMY

***
person is synonymous with human

n1576
SYNONYMY

***
mL means milliliters

n1380
KINDOF

***
rain is a kind of water

n1670
SYNONYMY

***
washing out means being moved from by water

n154
SYNONYMY

***
observe means see

(inspect ; observe) means examine

n146
KINDOF

***
an increase is a kind of change

n1535
SYNONYMY

***
to add means to increase

n147
KINDOF

***
walking is a kind of motion

n156
SYNONYMY

***
(motion ; movement) means (moving ; to move)

n1592
SYNONYMY

***
material means substance

n1589
KINDOF

***
a user is a kind of person

n1587
KINDOF

***
a nail is a kind of object
a hair is a kind of object

n1588
SYNONYMY

***
an object is an item

n1586
SYNONYMY

***
a property of something is a feature of that something

n1584
SYNONYMY

***
instrument means tool

an instrument is a piece of equipment

n1582
SYNONYMY

***
physical state means state of matter

n1593
KINDOF

***
gas is a kind of substance

n157
SYNONYMY

***
material means substance

n1492
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

n160
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

n1496
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance)

(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

n1494
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic)

conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance)

n498
CHANGE-VEC

***
boiling is when liquids are heated above their boiling point
melting is when solids are heated above their melting point

condensing is when gasses are cooled below their boiling point

n258
CHANGE-VEC

***
heating means adding heat

(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

n490
CHANGE-VEC

***
boiling means the volume of a liquid decreases

drying means (amount of water ; amount of liquid ; wetness) decreases

n168
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of substance
a table is a kind of furniture

water is a kind of matter
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a statue is a kind of object
a table is a kind of object

brass is a kind of alloy
metal is a kind of material

a living thing is a kind of object
an insulator is a kind of material

n172
MADEOF

***
(matter ; materials ; substances) are made of (atoms ; particles)

furniture often is made of wood
matter is made of molecules

objects are made of (materials ; substances ; matter)
alloys are made of two or more metals

substances are made of matter
materials are made of matter

n169
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

water is a kind of substance
sugar is a kind of substance

n173
MADEOF

***
objects are made of *(materials ; substances ; matter) (6)*

a thermal conductor is made of *materials that conduct thermal energy (6)*
a solution is made of *one substance dissolved in another substance (6)*

n170
KINDOF

***
brass is a kind of alloy

a (pan ; frying pan) is a kind of container for (cooking ; food)
a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)

a sleeping bag is a kind of product
a paper clip is a kind of object

a pan is a kind of object
a nail is a kind of object

n174
MADEOF

***
brass is made of copper and zinc

(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking
a burner is made of metal

sleeping bags usually are made of insulators
a paper clip is often made of (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals)

iron nails are made of iron

n1743
KINDOF

***
iron is a kind of metal

metal is a kind of material

n1746
MADEOF

***
iron nails are made of iron

n1745
KINDOF

***
iron is a kind of solid

n171
KINDOF

***
copper is a kind of metal
metal is a kind of material

wood is a kind of natural material
zinc is a kind of metal

n175
MADEOF

***
brass is made of copper and zinc

a paper clip is often made of (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals)
a burner is made of metal

(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking
furniture often is made of wood

n176
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

water is a kind of substance
water is a kind of natural resource

water is a kind of matter

n577
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER1

***
water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between (373 ; 212 ; 100) and 100000000000 (K ; F ; C)

water is in the solid state , called ice , for temperatures between (0 ; -459 ; -273) and (273 ; 32 ; 0) (K ; F ; C)
water is in the liquid state , called liquid water , for temperatures between (273 ; 32 ; 0) and (373 ; 212 ; 100) (K ; F ; C)

water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between 373; 212; 100 and 100000000000 K; F; C

n177
KINDOF

***
ice is a kind of food

an ice cube is a kind of solid
ice is a kind of solid

n178
KINDOF

***
hail is a kind of (precipitation ; ice)

snow is a kind of ice

n1509
CAUSE

***
burning a living thing usually causes harm to that living thing

electrocution causes harm to an organism

n1518
CAUSE

***
friction causes the temperature of an object to increase

n194
KINDOF

***
a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

a block is a kind of object

n1517
CAUSE

***
an object being pushed across another object causes their surfaces to move against each other

n189
CAUSE

***
heating salt water causes the water to evaporate while the salt remains

n1292
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of liquid

n201
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of organism

n431
CAUSE

***
evaporation causes amount of water to decrease

n1328
CAUSE

***
fire causes burning

n196
KINDOF

***
fire is a kind of chemical reaction

n1329
KINDOF

***
burning is a kind of action

n1523
CAUSE

***
chemical reactions cause (new substances ; different substances) to form

n1521
CAUSE

***
chemical reactions cause chemical change

n1335
KINDOF

***
combustion is a kind of chemical change

n1336
CAUSE

***
sharpening an object causes that object to change shape

n1515
CAUSE

***
freezing causes a solid to form

condensing causes a liquid to form

n372
CAUSE

***
sugar causes food to taste sweet

n219
KINDOF

***
a beverage is a kind of food

n1538
KINDOF

***
sweet is a kind of flavor

n1343
CAUSE

***
the sun causes water to evaporate more quickly by adding heat

n1677
TRANSFER

***
a thermal energy conductor transfers heat from (warmer objects ; hotter objects) to cooler objects

n207
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when an electrical conductor is plugged into an outlet , a circuit is completed

n216
KINDOF

***
tea is a kind of beverage

n1366
KINDOF

***
a leaf is a kind of object

n391
PROTO-ACTION

***
classifying means grouping (objects ; materials) by their properties

n1364
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material
gas is a kind of substance

n1545
PROTO-ACTION

***
a container contains (objects ; material ; substances)

n1548
KINDOF

***
a container is a kind of object

n1362
KINDOF

***
a ball is a kind of object

n1546
KINDOF

***
rolling is a kind of motion

n1549
KINDOF

***
a bird is a kind of animal

n1556
PROTO-ACTION

***
animals usually distance themselves from humans

n1551
KINDOF

***
a balloon is a kind of object

n1553
KINDOF

***
the floor is a kind of objectn1554

PROTO-ACTION

***
a white object reflects all visible light

n218
KINDOF

***
a prism is a kind of object

n228
PROTO-ACTION

***
a prism refracts light

n1561
KINDOF

***
carpet is a kind of material

n1562
PROTO-ACTION

***
carpet absorbs sound

n1559
KINDOF

***
a tectonic plate is a kind of object

n1560
PROTO-ACTION

***
a tectonic plate moves along a fault line

n1557
KINDOF

***
sugar is a kind of substance

n1558
PROTO-ACTION

***
sugar dissolves in water when they are combined

n1555
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of living thing

n1541
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

n221
KINDOF

***
classifying is a kind of science process

n222
KINDOF

***
a block is a kind of object

a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

n1505
PROTO-ACTION

***
friction occurs when two object 's surfaces move against each other

n224
KINDOF

***
magnetism is a kind of physical property

n225
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of substance

n243
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

color is a property of (an object ; a material)
conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance)

hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid)
magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic)

shape is a property of an object
shape is a property of the appearance of an object

size is a property of objects and includes ordered values of (microscopic ; tiny ; small ; medium ; large)
(temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot)

texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)
thickness is a property of an object and includes ordered values of (thin ; thick)

length is a property of the shape of an object

n237
KINDOF

***
a fruit is a kind of object

metal is a kind of material
wood is a kind of natural material

butter is a kind of substance
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a statue is a kind of object
a table is a kind of object

a paper clip is a kind of object
a block is a kind of object
a nail is a kind of object

frosting is a kind of material
a rock is a kind of object

a sheet of paper is a kind of object
a leaf is a kind of object

a paper is a kind of object
a pencil is a kind of object

a paper bag is a kind of object
a spoon is a kind of object

a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object

n238
KINDOF

***
smooth is a kind of texture

n803
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)

n1318
CHANGE-VEC

***
climbing increases altitude

n262
SYNONYMY

***
increase means more

n257
CHANGE-VEC

***
(to slow ; to slow down) decreases speed

n263
SYNONYMY

***
less is similar to decrease

n1790
SYNONYMY

***
heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy

n1323
CHANGE-VEC

***
a thermal insulator (slows ; prevents) the transfer of heat

n1470
SYNONYMY

***
electricity means electrical energy

n259
CHANGE-VEC

***
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

an electrical insulator (slows ; prevents) the (transfer of ; flow of) electricity
drying means (amount of water ; amount of liquid ; wetness) decreases

n265
SYNONYMY

***
take away means decreasing
to lower means to decrease

n1508
SYNONYMY

***
protecting something means preventing harm to that something

n863
SYNONYMY

***
insulator means good insulator

a good conductor is a conductor

n245
SOURCEOF

***
fire gives off (light ; heat ; smoke)

n251
SYNONYMY

***
to give off means to be the source of

n1791
SOURCEOF

***
the sun is a source of (radiation ; heat) called sunlight

sunlight produces heat

n252
SYNONYMY

***
make means produce

n255
SYNONYMY

***
to get hot means become hot

n284
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an event occurs by adding something then that event requires that something

n278
CHANGE

***
tearing an object changes that object 's shape

n411
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
metal is an (electrical ; electrical energy) conductor

rubber is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) insulator
wood is an (electrical ; electrical energy ; thermal energy) insulator

water is an (electrical ; electric energy ; thermal ; thermal energy) conductor
brick is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator
wax is an (electrical ; electrical energy) insulator

n288
KINDOF

***
wood is a kind of natural material

water is a kind of substance
oxygen is a kind of element

iron is a kind of element
an insect is a kind of animal

a hair is a kind of object
an ice cube is a kind of object
an ice cube is a kind of solid

water is a kind of liquid

n293
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
wood is usually sturdy

the (freezing point of water ; melting point of water) is (32F ; 0C ; 273K)
the melting point of oxygen is (-361.8F ; -218.8C ; 54.4K)

the melting point of iron is (2800F ; 1538C ; 1811K)
an insect has six legs

hair is thin
ice is cold in temperature

the boiling point of water is (212F ; 100C ; 373K)
an insect usually has a small size

n289
KINDOF

***
an ant is a kind of insect

a paper bag is a kind of object
marble is a kind of (object ; material)

a ladybug is a kind of insect
a living thing is a kind of object

n294
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
an insect usually has a small size

a piece of an object is smaller in size than the whole object
different materials usually have different properties

an insect has six legs
an part of an object is smaller than the entire object

n452
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a fingerprint is small in size

an insect usually has a small size
a desk is usually short (in height ; in width)

a desk usually has a length with values between 50 and 250 cm

n296
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a sunny day has lots of sunlight

n292
KINDOF

***
noon is a kind of time of day

n1375
REQUIRES

***
electric devices require electrical energy to function

n1788
REQUIRES

***
cooking food requires adding heat energy

n1639
USEDFOR

***
a (pan ; frying pan) is used for cooking food by heating food in it on a stove

n1631
REQUIRES

***
determining often requires (measuring ; observing)

comparing requires measuring

n1624
REQUIRES

***
cutting a material usually requires measuring length

n1627
USEDFOR

***
a tape measure is used to measure (length ; distance)

n302
REQUIRES

***
navigation requires knowing direction

n1666
USEDFOR

***
a compass is used for determining direction

n1651
SOURCEOF

***
fire gives off (light ; heat ; smoke)

a stove generates heat for cooking usually

n1655
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when an electrical conductor is plugged into an outlet , a circuit is completed

n1656
SOURCEOF

***
a complete electrical circuit is a source of electrical energy

n334
TRANSFER

***
moving an object from a cool place to a warm place causes the object 's temperature to increase

n327
SYNONYMY

***
to conduct is similar to to transfer

n1671
TRANSFER

***
soil erosion is when (wind ; moving water ; gravity) move soil from (fields ; environments)

n338
SYNONYMY

***
(a hand lens ; a magnifying lens) is synonymous with a magnifying glass

n1662
USEDFOR

***
magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger

n339
SYNONYMY

***
not looking means not seeing

n1661
SYNONYMY

***
observe means see

n1298
USEDFOR

***
a stove is used for cooking by generating heat

n1594
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
speed is a measure of distance travelled (over time ; divided by time)

diameter is a measure of length through the center of a circle
density is a measure of mass (over volume ; divided by volume)

temperature is a measure of heat energy
(distance moved ; distance travelled) is a measure of how far an object moves

n351
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
(distance moved ; distance travelled) is a measure of how far an object moves

n355
SYNONYMY

***
high is similar to increase

n361
SYNONYMY

***
best means most positive

n373
CAUSE

***
absorbing sunlight causes objects to heat

n1511
CAUSE

***
completing a circuit causes (electricity ; electric current) to flow through that circuit

n482
CAUSE

***
ice wedging is when ice causes rocks to crack by expanding in openings

n380
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
when water freezes , that water expands

n375
CAUSE

***
cycles of freezing and thawing water cause ice wedging

n1514
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if an object undergoes chemical change then that object will have new chemical properties

n405
USEDFOR

***
a calculator is used for (adding ; subtracting ; multiplying ; dividing)

n396
SYNONYMY

***
metallic is similar to shiny

n397
SYNONYMY

***
grouping means (putting ; placing) in different groups

n1599
SYNONYMY

***
counter means (reduce ; stop ; resist)

n398
SYNONYMY

***
(size ; amount) means volume

n406
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

wood is a kind of natural material
down feathers are a kind of material

rubber is a kind of material

n407
KINDOF

***
iron is a kind of metal

copper is a kind of metal

n408
KINDOF

***
an insulator is a kind of material

n1372
KINDOF

***
a tape measure is a kind of tool for (measuring distance ; measuring length)

n1626
REQUIRES

***
building something often requires measuring the materials

n414
KINDOF

***
wood is a kind of natural material

n428
CAUSE

***
temperature changing can cause phase changes

n1516
CAUSE

***
water vapor cooling causes that water vapor to condense

n424
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
an insulator is the opposite of a conductor

n598
PROTO-PROP-STATESOFMATTER

***
Matter in the gas phase has variable shape
Matter in the gas phase has variable volume
Matter in the solid phase has definite shape
Matter in the liquid phase has variable shape
Matter in the liquid phase has definite volume

n440
KINDOF

***
erosion is a kind of change

n1381
TRANSFER

***
raining is when rain falls from clouds to the (Earth ; ground) as a liquid

n441
KINDOF

***
metal is a kind of material

n443
KINDOF

***
solar energy is a kind of heat energy

n451
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
an part of an object is smaller than the entire object

n454
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a freezer is (cool ; cold) in temperature

ice is cold in temperature
the boiling point of water is 212F; 100C; 373K

n459
USEDFOR

***
a freezer is used for cooling things

n460
MADEOF

***
a wax crayon is made of wax

a rubber eraser is made of rubber

n1442
MADEOF

***
(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking

n1443
MADEOF

***
a thermal conductor is made of materials that conduct thermal energy

n462
MADEOF

***
sleeping bags usually are made of insulators

n465
PROP-CONDUCTIVITY

***
down feathers are a (thermal ; thermal energy) insulator

metal is a (thermal ; thermal energy) conductor

n536
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the temperature of a liquid increases , that liquid will evaporate quicker

n471
SYNONYMY

***
warm means warm temperature

n467
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as altitude increases , the temperature of the air will decrease

n472
SYNONYMY

***
to lower means to decrease

n1534
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the kinetic energy of a molecule increases , the temperature will increase

n1536
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the smoothness of something increases , the friction of that something will decrease when its surface moves against another surface

n475
SYNONYMY

***
to reduce means to decrease

n1530
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease

n1531
SYNONYMY

***
to lower means to decrease

n1528
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as state of matter changes , mass will not change

n1529
SYNONYMY

***
stay the same means not changing

n815
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the resistance to something increases , how easilty that something can be done will decrease

n1537
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase

n790
CONTAINS

***
a beach ball contains gas

a body of water contains water
a bubble contains gas
a balloon contains gas

n723
KINDOF

***
a puddle is a kind of body of water

n499
CHANGE-VEC

***
a thermal insulator (slows ; prevents) the transfer of heat

n493
CHANGE-VEC

***
heat means temperature increases

(warm ; becoming warm) means heat is added
heating means adding heat

n495
CHANGE-VEC

***
heat means temperature increases

boiling is when liquids are heated above their boiling point

n503
CHANGE-VEC

***
cooling means temperature decreases

boiling means the volume of a liquid decreases

n476
CAUSE

***
cracking something may cause that something to break apart

n973
CAUSE

***
adding heat to an object sometimes causes chemical reactions

n852
CAUSE

***
cooking causes a chemical reaction

n1522
CAUSE

***
combining two substances chemically causes chemical reactions

n1499
CAUSE

***
something dangerous can cause harm

n508
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if one is holding an object then one is touching that object

n515
USEDFOR

***
a handle is used for holding an object

n1657
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if a person is lost at sea then that person may not know the direction of land

n1665
USEDFOR

***
a compass is used to navigate (oceans ; seas)

n826
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as heat increases , a flexible container containing gas will expand

n540
KINDOF

***
a flagpole is a kind of object

n1349
KINDOF

***
sunlight is a kind of light

n1482
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the temperature of an object increases , the size of that object will increase

n817
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the thickness of an object increases , the resistance (to tearing ; to breaking) will increase

n969
PARTOF

***
the head is a part of an animal

legs are usually a part of an animal

n523
KINDOF

***
an animal is a kind of living thing

n1392
PARTOF

***
a rough surface is a part of sandpaper

n524
KINDOF

***
a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)

n527
PARTOF

***
a burner is a part of a stove

n1013
PARTOF

***
a surface is a part of an object
a surface is a part of a material

n1455
PARTOF

***
a handle is a part of an object for holding that object

n545
CHANGE-VEC

***
cooling means temperature decreases

heat means temperature increases

n1352
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as the temperature of an object increases , the size of that object will increase

n1309
CHANGE-VEC

***
(cooling ; colder) means (removing ; reducing ; decreasing) (heat ; temperature)

n1457
PARTOF

***
a handle is a part of an object for holding that object

n569
KINDOF

***
gas is a kind of substance

n582
UNIT

***
liters ( L ) is a unit used for measuring volume generally used for values between 1 and 50000000

kilograms ( kg ) are a unit used for measuring (mass ; weight) generally used for values between 1 and 50000000
milliliters ( mL ) is a unit used for measuring volume generally used for values between 1 and 1000

meters ( m ) are a unit used for measuring (length ; distance) generally used for values between 1 and 1000
centimeters ( cm ) are a unit used for measuring (length ; distance) generally used for values between 1 and 250

grams ( g ) are a unit used for measuring (mass ; weight) generally used for values between 1 and 2000

n580
SYNONYMY

***
texture means how an object feels

n1491
SYNONYMY

***
heat means heat energy

n579
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic)

n581
SYNONYMY

***
an object is an item

n604
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
staying cool is the opposite of becoming hot

n602
PROTO-IF-THEN

***
if something is definite in shape then that something will not change shape easily

n606
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
definite is the opposite of variable

n1681
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
changed is the opposite of unchanged

n350
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
temperature is a measure of heat energy

n591
CHANGE

***
tearing an object changes that object 's shape

crumple means change shape from smooth into (compacted ; irregular) by physical force

n1226
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
shape is a property of the appearance of an object

shape is a property of an object

n1285
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

n1632
REQUIRES

***
measuring the hardness of minerals requires scratching those materials

n587
REQUIRES

***
building something often requires measuring the materials

cutting a material usually requires measuring length

n635
PROTO-ACTION

***
baking soda can react chemically with vinegar

n1792
SOURCEOF

***
the sun is a source of (light ; light energy) called sunlight

n671
SYNONYMY

***
moving is similar to travelling

n309
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
plastic is usually an electrical insulator

n1446
MADEOF

***
objects are made of (materials ; substances ; matter)

n1450
MADEOF

***
a thermal conductor is made of materials that conduct thermal energy

n1368
KINDOF

***
brass is a kind of alloy

n1193
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
an element is not an alloy

n663
KINDOF

***
aluminum is a kind of element

gold is a kind of element
lead is a kind of element

n1370
KINDOF

***
aluminum is a kind of metal

n1371
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
a metal is usually a solid

n664
KINDOF

***
plastic is a kind of material made by humans

n898
MADEOF

***
a paper clip is often made of (magnetic metals ; ferromagnetic metals)

n1444
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance)

n714
MADEOF

***
(matter ; materials ; substances) are made of (atoms ; particles)

n717
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
composition is a property of (an object ; matter)

n690
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
thin means small in width

n693
CHANGE-VEC

***
magnifying makes seeing small things easier through (using a magnifying glass ; using a microscope)

n1317
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
high means great in altitude

n1737
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
warm means medium (heat energy ; temperature)

(colder ; cooler) means lower in temperature
cold means low in temperature

hot means high in (heat energy ; temperature)

n692
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
dry means low in (amount of water ; wetness ; moisture)

n1629
REQUIRES

***
electrical insulation requires wrapping a conductor in an insulator

n680
PARTOF

***
eyes are usually part of an animal for seeing
the eyes are part of the head used for seeing

n681
PARTOF

***
the head is a part of an animal

n1789
SYNONYMY

***
heat energy is synonymous with thermal energy

n1635
REQUIRES

***
wiring requires an electrical conductor

n1636
SYNONYMY

***
to be used for something means to be required by that something

n1637
REQUIRES

***
determining often requires (measuring ; observing)

n1638
SYNONYMY

***
to be required means to be necessary

n718
EXAMPLES

***
An example of evaporation is a body of water drying up by absorbing heat energy

n721
EXAMPLES

***
An example of collecting data is measuring

n1739
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
hot means high in (heat energy ; temperature)

n704
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
greater means (higher ; more) in value

n705
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
(colder ; cooler) means lower in temperature

n867
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
moist means high in moisture

n711
SYNONYMY

***
sticky is similar to moist

n1749
MAGNETISM

***
metal is sometimes magnetic

n1751
MAGNETISM

***
iron is always magnetic

n752
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
carbon dioxide is colorless

n757
SYNONYMY

***
CO2 means carbon dioxide

n1498
AFFECT

***
harming something has a negative (impact on ; effect on) that something

n1295
CHANGE-VEC

***
a thermal insulator (slows ; prevents) the transfer of heat

n376
CAUSE

***
sharpening an object causes that object to change shape

n738
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as roughness of a surface increases , friction will increase

n1460
PARTOF

***
a surface is a part of an object

length is a part of size

n1459
COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP

***
as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease

as the temperature of an object increases , the size of that object will increase

n812
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a freezer is (cool ; cold) in temperature

a piece of an object is smaller in size than the whole object

n811
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid)

n813
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
different materials usually have different properties

n809
VEHICLE

***
An electrical conductor is a vehicle for the flow of electricity

n1527
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
an increase is the opposite of a decrease

n831
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
contract is the opposite of expand

n1678
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a desk is usually short (in height ; in width)

an insect has six legs

n1679
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a desk usually has a length with values between 50 and 250 cm

an insect usually has a small size

n818
PROTO-ACTION

***
carpet absorbs sound

n820
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
reflecting (light ; sound) is the opposite of absorbing (light ; sound)

n819
PROTO-ACTION

***
echo is when sound reflects off of a surface

n822
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
cold means low in temperature

n824
CHANGE

***
something in a cold place becomes cold

n802
PARTOF

***
a surface is a part of an object

n886
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(variability of shape ; variability of volume) is a property of matter and includes values of (variable ; definite)

n1487
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
volume is a property of matter

n906
PARTOF

***
the atmosphere is a part of (nature ; the environment)

n1032
SYNONYMY

***
nature means a natural environment

n900
MADEOF

***
materials are made of matter

n904
PROTO-ACTION

***
matter in the liquid state drips

n901
MADEOF

***
a solution is made of one substance dissolved in another substance

n1754
PROTO-INSTANCES

***
appearance is sometimes a physical property

n884
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
heaviest means greatest (mass ; weight)

n1474
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
cold means low in temperature

hot means high in (heat energy ; temperature)

n855
SYNONYMY

***
to combust means to catch fire

n856
SYNONYMY

***
baking is similar to cooking

n916
REQUIRES

***
studying something usually requires seeing that something

n858
AFFORDANCES

***
the shape of an object can be discovered through (feeling that object ; touching that object)

n727
REQUIRES

***
wiring requires an electrical conductor

n956
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a string is usually short in length with values between 2 and 1000 cm

a desk usually has a length with values between 50 and 250 cm

n962
AFFECT

***
using sturdy materials to build furniture has a positive impact on the use of that furniture

n966
KINDOF

***
a table is a kind of furniture

n935
SYNONYMY

***
to identify means to discover

n1473
AFFORDANCES

***
the color of an object can be discovered by looking at that object

n934
AFFORDANCES

***
eyes can (sense ; detect) light energy for seeing

n1306
PROTO-FORMEDBY

***
dew is formed when water vapor (condenses ; cools) over night

n1044
KINDOF

***
water is a kind of natural resource

n1030
PROTO-LOCATIONS

***
natural resources are found in nature

n1049
PROTO-LOCATIONS

***
the sun is located directly overhead at noon

n348
PROTO-MEASUREMENTS

***
humidity is the amount of (water vapor ; moisture) (in the air ; in the atmosphere)

n1053
USEDFOR

***
the volume of an object can be used to describe the size of that object

n1016
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
volume is a property of matter

hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid) n1017
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
(mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials)

texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)
n971

PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
an insect has six legs

n978
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
a piece of an object is smaller in size than the whole object

n751
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
the boiling point of water is (212F ; 100C ; 373K)

n975
REQUIRES

***
popping popcorn requires adding heat

n1004
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
distant means great in distance

n767
AFFECT

***
decreasing something negative has a positive impact on a thing

n1172
MADEOF

***
a glacier is made of ice

n1448
MADEOF

***
furniture often is made of wood

n1249
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
wood is usually sturdy

n1158
PROTO-OPPOSITES

***
different is the opposite of the same

n1166
PARTOF

***
a flame are a part of a fire

a burner is a part of a stove

n1080
PARTOF

***
a rough surface is a part of sandpaper

n1164
MADEOF

***
soil is made of very small (rocks ; minerals)

n1146
PROP-HARDNESS

***
down is soft

n1145
KINDOF

***
down is a kind of small feather

n1089
PROPERTIES-GENERIC

***
thickness is a property of an object and includes ordered values of (thin ; thick)

n1106
SYNONYMY

***
mL means milliliters

n1117
AFFECT

***
saving money has a positive impact on (a person ; a company)

n1119
SYNONYMY

***
a positive impact is a benefit

n1253
SOURCEOF

***
the sun is the source of solar energy called sunlight

n1031
PROTO-LOCATIONS

***
ice is found in arctic environments

n1228
PROTO-INTENSIVE-EXTENSIVE

***
density is an intensive property

n1203
PROTO-SUBDIVISION-GENERICSPATIAL

***
a shore is the land found at the edge of a body of water

n1199
PROTO-PROP-FLEX-RIGIDITY

***
a beach ball is flexible

a balloon is highly flexible

n1825
MADEOF

***
(pot ; pan ; frying pan) is made of metal for cooking

n1135
MADEOF

***
a burner is made of metal

n1242
EXAMPLES

***
An example of navigation is directing a boat

n1269
MADEOF

***
matter is made of molecules

n1190
CONTAINS

***
a balloon contains gas

n1259
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
hair is thin

n868
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
faster means (an increase ; higher) in speed

n1170
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-RANGE

***
shortest means (least ; smallest) in length

n1795
KINDOF

***
an insect is a kind of animal

n1796
PROTO-PROPERTIES-THINGS

***
an insect usually has a small size

n1811
TRANSFER

***
electrical conduction is when (metals ; electrical conductors) conduct electricity through (a wire ; electrical conductor ; metal)

n1812
CHANGE-VEC

***
an electrical insulator (slows ; prevents) the (transfer of ; flow of) electricity

n1815
TRANSFER

***
the sun transfers (solar energy ; light energy ; heat energy) from itself to the (planets ; Earth) through sunlight

n1816
MADEOF

***
a burner is made of metal

n1817
KINDOF

***
a pan is a kind of object

a burner is a kind of (object ; surface)
a living thing is a kind of object

a nail is a kind of object

n1820
SOURCEOF

***
the sun is a source of (radiation ; heat) called sunlight

a stove generates heat for cooking usually
a (hot ; warm) something is a source of heat

sunlight produces heat
fire gives off (light ; heat ; smoke)

flowing liquid can push objects

n1823
MADEOF

***
alloys are made of two or more metals

n1824
KINDOF

***
copper is a kind of metal

zinc is a kind of metal

Before merging
and curation

After merging
and curation

Figure 4: (top) the graph generated by the preprocessing tool, before manual curation and editing by the tool (step 2 in Figure 1).
(bottom) the graph after manual curation and editing, and before inference patterns have been generated (step 3 in Figure 1).
Clusters in the bottom graph approximately correspond to high-level inference patterns. The set of inference patterns is not
shown for space, but each extracted pattern and it’s enumerations are included as separate files in our supplementary material.
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Enumerated
Inference Pattern Nodes Edges Instances in KB
Alloys - - -

Alloy (Core) 3 2 27
Alloy (Composition) 5 6 8
Alloys (Single Elem Not Alloy) 3 2 6

Altitude * 8 10 6
Benefits of long lasting vs replacement 5 4 2
Building requires measuring - Study materials - - -

Building requires measuring 6 7 19
Sturdy materials for building 6 7 3

Burning-Electrocution-Preventing Harm - - -
Harm caused by burning 9 10 546
Harm caused by electrocution 7 7 324

Change of State - - -
Change of State (Evaporating Liquids) 9 9 11
Phase Changes 4 3 7
State of Matter (changing between states of known substances) 8 13 3

Chemical Changes - - -
Chemical Changes (Core+Grounding Specific Chemical Change) 4 3 2
Chemical Reactions (Core) 4 5 15
Chemical Reactions (Core + Substance Grounding) 6 7 363
Chemical Reactions (e.g., acids) 4 3 3

Containers contain things - - -
Containers (Abstracted) 5 5 1000
Containers (Application) 6 6 15

Cooking Food - - -
Cooking (Core) 6 6 26
Cooking a particular food 7 7 338
Cooking (Containers for cooking) 6 6 1

Electrical Conductivity - - -
Dangers of Electric Shock 4 3 414
Electrical Insulation 15 23 46
Electrical Circuits in Devices 7 11 18

Friction - - -
Friction (core) 16 31 3

General Motion * 3 3 6
Ice Wedging * 4 4 2
Magnetism - - -

Magnetic Objects 5 4 10
Manufacturers use material for products - - -

Manufacturers use materials for products (core) 4 3 19
Measurements - - -

Measurement Tools 4 4 130
Observations (Celestial Bodies) 5 6 6
Observations (Distant Objects) 5 6 208
Observations (Microscopic Things) 6 6 4
Observations (Small Things) 6 6 94

Navigation-Direction-Being lost at sea - - -
Navigation (core) 3 2 1
Navigation (being lost/boat) 6 7 2

Physical Changes - - -
Physical Changes (Changing Shape) 9 10 832

Seeing - - -
Things that can see and what they can see 6 6 1000

Soil erosion * 6 6 28
Solutions - Dissolving substances * 4 5 1
Sources of Heat * 3 2 6
Sunlight as a source of energy * 14 30 80
Sunlight location and shadow size * 7 7 312
Taste * 9 11 26
Taxonomic Inheritance 2 1 1000
Texture * 4 3 2
Thermal Conductivity - - -

Thermal Conductivity (Core) 21 26 1000
Thermal Conductors 0 5 4 9
Thermal Conductors 1 5 4 8
Thermal Insulators 5 5 5

Touch-Hardness * 4 3 8

Table 5: An extended list of inference patterns discovered in the corpus of explanations for Matter science exam questions using
this tool. Indented inference patterns represent a subset of smaller, more generic sub-patterns extracted from the larger pattern.
“Enumerated instances in KB” represents the number of unique combinations of facts the pattern generates in our current KB
(note that for speed, this currently has a hard upper limit of 1,000 patterns). An asterisk (*) represents patterns that are partial or
otherwise limited in size because they overlap with questions (e.g. from Earth or Life Science) not examined in this preliminary
study.


